
INTRODUCTION

Welcome to our ‘new look’ 2014 catalogue, we hope you find it easy to use. As shopping on line
has become so popular, we would recommend you also look at our website, www.ringhaddy-
daffodils.com where there is a larger choice and you will be able to see many more pictures.  We
also have a Facebook page, www.facebook.com/RinghaddyDaffs where we post photographs
and updates throughout the year.

We had an extraordinary year of climatic extremes in 2013. Snow in March meant a very late
spring followed by an unusually hot, dry summer.  Consequently the bulbs were able to dry quickly
after lifting and so were in excellent condition for selling.  By October we had some rain which
softened the ground ready for moderately easy planting.    

We have fourteen exciting new introductions this year. Nine new varieties of our own breeding –
April Dawn (2Y-O), Bells of Joy (5Y-Y), Citrus Souffle (4Y-Y), Hot Date (3W-O), Hot Lava
(2O-O), Oh Wow (3W-P), Poetry in Motion (9W-GYR), Saffron Strand (3W-YYO) and an
intermediate Solar Eclipse (2W-YYO);  two seedlings from Brian Duncan Fine Trim (2W-GWO)
and Snowy Canyon (4W-W); two delightful flowers from Harold Koopowitz, Little Dianne (8W-
WPP) and Marilynn How (7W-P) and another of the late Manuel Lima’s green autumn flowering
varieties, Lima’s Green Success (12G-GGO).  The autumn flowering varieties are proving to
be very popular and have been regularly featured on our Facebook page. We have had to
withdraw a number of varieties as demand was so high last year.
Once again we would like to thank our loyal customers for their continued support.  We very
much enjoyed meeting many of you during 2013, in Ireland, the rest of the UK and also in
Columbus, Ohio, where we spent an enjoyable few days at the ADS Convention.  We hope to
see many more of you this year and would extend a very warm welcome to anyone who would
like to visit the daffodil field during the flowering season.

Best wishes to you all for a happy and successful growing season in 2014.
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Miscellaneous Notes and Offers

Ringhaddy Daffodils wishes to acknowledge with thanks:
Those who have kindly supplied photographs in this catalogue.
George Tarry – Photos of:- Tyrone Gold; Ladies Choice; Temple Cloud
Mrs.ML Gripshover – Jake; Cisticola; Shangani; Angelito; Arleston; Honeyorange;
Korora Bay
Tom Stettner – Little Karoo,. Kirby Fong - Several unspecified.
Frank Parkinson – Several unspecifed,  Photos of Great Britain – Queen’s Guard
Reg Nicholl – Eyrie; Dorchester,  Tony James – Dardanelles; Runkerry
Brian Duncan – Several unspecified,  Eddie Jarman – Happy Valley; Warm Welcome;
Village Green, Paul Payne – Dream Catcher Derrick Turbitt – Causeway Ringer;
Causeway Torch; Causeway Winner

WHY NOT JOIN A DAFFODIL SOCIETY
The Daffodil Society – Keith Boxall, 13 Astor Crescent, Ludgershall, Andover, Hants. 
SP11 9RG. UK   email: keithboxall@btinternet.com       www.thedaffodilsociety.com
The Northern Ireland Daffodil Group – Denise Wallace, 12 Belsize Court, Lisburn, 
BT27 4BA     email: denise.wallace134@gmail.com      www.nidg.weebly.com
The American Daffodil Society –Phyllis Hess, 3670E. Powell Rd., Lewis Center,
OH43035-9530 USA.   Email: daffphyll@gmail.com       www.daffodilusa.org

THE DAFFODIL SOCIETY
Was established in Britain in 1898 to cater for the needs of all daffodil enthusiasts and
now has members in all the countries where daffodils are grown seriously. The Society
issues two publications each year to all members and welcomes contributions from all
growers on the complete range of topics. Subscription rates, by air or surface, are:
Overseas:      1-year. £23.00; 3-years. £65.00   /     UK: 1-year. £21.00
Payment in US$ to be made to the ADS Executive Director; Payment in UK£ to The
Daffodil Society, Keith Boxall, 13 Astor Crescent, Ludgershall, Andover, Hants. SP11
9RG. UK e-mail: keithboxall@btinternet.com

COLLECTIONS

Beginners exhibition collection 1. Ten bulbs from divisions 1-4 & 11. One bulb of each
variety. All with winning records.
UK & EU £ 40.00
USA $100.00
Japan/Aus/NZ £ 70.00
Prices include packing and postage.
Deluxe Beginners exhibition collection 2. Ten bulbs from divisions 1-4 & 11. One bulb
of each variety. All with winning records.
UK & EU £ 70.00
USA $130.00
Japan/Aus/NZ £ 90.00
Prices include packing and postage.
Collections for UK only
3. Mixed Collection. Ten different varieties of our choice. One bulb of each. £ 25.00
4. Pink Collection. Ten different pink varieties of our choice. One bulb of each. £ 30.00
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New Introductions 2014

Each daffodil name is followed by a letter to indicate the approximate time of
flowering. VE = very early; E = early; M = mid-season; L = late; VL = very late. The
name of the raiser is shown in brackets, followed by the parentage and the original
seedling number. All the varieties have been registered with The Royal
Horticultural Society and the Classification and colour code is shown in the left
margin. Under the colour code the approximate diameter is shown where available.
For full RHS Classification details see website www.ringhaddy-daffodils.com

2Y-O APRIL DAWN, M (Nial Watson) Rory’s Glen x Mexico City [W 272].This is a deep 
109mm golden yellow flower that has broad overlapping perianth segments that  are smooth

and with a heavy. The corona is a rich orange and funnel shaped in perfect proportion
with the perianth.  A lovely flower.  (Photo: back cover) Each £20.00 / $34.00

5Y-Y BELLS OF JOY, M (Nial Watson) Glenganagh x N. triandrus [W 463]. A petite flower
that regularly has 5 flowers to the stem. The perianth is a pale greenish yellow and
contrasts beautifully with a vivid yellow deep cup shaped corona. (Photo: back cover)

Each £25.000 / $42.50

4Y-Y CITRUS SOUFFLE, M (Nial Watson) Affable x Goldfinger [W 459]. This is a 
100mm strong, deep yellow flower with very broad perianth segments shouldered at the base

giving the flower a precise rounded form.  The major petals are smooth and a brilliant
yellow, the petaloids neat and fill the centre of the flower with a vivid yellow.
(Photo: back cover) Each: £20.00 / $34.00

2W-GWO FINE TRIM, M-L (B.S. Duncan) Soprano x High Society [D 2436]. This is a really
108mm elegant flower with wonderfully smooth overlapping petals, enhanced by a delightful

narrow green halo at the base.  The sunproof corona is narrow-bowl shaped with a
green eye, yellow mid-zone and a fine line of deep terracotta orange around the neat
rim.  Another excellent show flower in this class where there is a paucity of quality
flowers. (Photo: inside front cover) Each: £25.00 / $42.50

3W-O HOT DATE, M (Nial Watson) Lisbarnet x Doctor Hugh [W 719]  This huge flower
115mm has pure white perianth segments, the outers overlapping at the base and the inners

slightly narrower form a double triangle.  The shallow bowl shaped corona is fiery
orange.  A wonderful show flower that is very useful for the back row of collections.
(Photo: back cover) Each: £30.00 / $51.00

2O-O HOT LAVA, M, (Nial Watson) Creagh Dubh x Rio Rondo [W 424].  The colour of 
96mm this flower is dramatic.  The perianth segments are very broad and rounded with good

substance.  The corona is funnel shaped and a strong orange.  An excellent show
flower that has already won on several occasions. Each: £20.00 / $34.00
(Photo: front cover)

12G-GGO LIMA’S GREEN SUCCESS, Autumn flowering (Manuel Lima) N. viridiflorus
USA sdlg. This is a very green star-shaped flower sunproof and of good substance.  The

corona is green with a striking band of orange at the rim. Both pollen and pod fertile
so can be used for breeding green daffodils.

Sorry, sold out
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8W-WPP LITTLE DIANNE, M, (H. Koopowitz) Pink China x N. dubius [03-036/1] This is a
31mm a lovely little tazetta with 2 – 3 flower to the stem.  The perianth pure white and the
USA corona is cup shaped,  pink with a dainty white band round the base.  A wonderful

sunproof flower.  Already a show winner. (Photo: inside front cover)
Each: £45.00 / $75.00

7W-P MARILYNN HOWE, M (H. Koopowitz) Pink China x N. calcicola [00-072/1]
42mm The perianth segments of this lovely show flower are very broad, overlapping and a 
USA creamy white and the inner segments are slightly narrower. The corona opens slightly

darker near the rim and is a delicate light pink at maturity.  A flower that will do well
when more widely known.  (Photo: back cover) Each: £30.00 / $50.00

3W-P OH WOW, M (Nial Watson) Soft Focus x Coral Crown [W 690]  The name says it 
103mm all and is the comment most people make when they see this bloom.  The round pure

white perianth is made up of very broad segments and sets of the most amazingly
deep pink corona.  As the flower matures the centre of the corona becomes slightly
paler which adds to its attractive look. (Photo: front cover)

Each: £25.00 / $42.50

9W-GYR POETRY IN MOTION, L (Nial Watson) Parents unknown [W 387] This distinctive 
64mm poeticus hybrid stands out in the field.  The perianth segments are broad and very

smooth but the really distinctive look is the corona which is disc shaped with a green
eye surrounded by a band of yellow then a red band around the rim. A great show
flower. Sorry, sold out

3W-YYO SAFFRON STRAND, M (Nial Watson) Ballygowan x Loch Alsh [W 077] This is a
118mm show flower with the form of both its parents.  It is a rounded flower with a smooth flat

perianth made up of rounded segments.  The shallow bowl shaped corona is chrome
yellow with a very fine thread of orange around the rim. (Photo: inside front cover)

Each: £20.00 / $34.00

4W-W SNOWY CANYON, M (B.S. Duncan D 2419) This good sized show flower has
105mm beautifully white broad back petals fronted by evenly stacked smaller petaloids of

even form. The ruffled shorter coronal segments open lemon yellow and take some
time to fully whiten to true 4W-W. This whitening is accelerated in sunny warm
seasons.  The bloom is full, tidy and a most attractive addition to this class.
Very few left. Each: £20.00 / $34.00

2W-YYO SOLAR ECLIPSE, M (Nial Watson) Brave Journey x Witch Doctor [W 734]. A 
68mm really lovely, and with us consistent,  intermediate. The flower is round with very 
Intermediate broad perianth segments but it is the colour of the corona that catches the eye.  The

bowl shaped corona is a brilliant yellow with a virtually fluorescent orange band at the
rim.  (Photo: back cover)

Each: £25.00 / $42.50
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New Introductions 2013

3W-Y AUTUMN HABIT, Autumn flowering (H. Koopowitz & M. Howe) Habit x
65mm N. miniatus. Too big to be a miniature, this intermediate sized flower has long oblong,

white perianth segments and a straight sided yellow corona. A pretty flower that gives
some variety to autumn flowering daffodils. Flowers usually very flat and on dwarf
plants. (Photo: inside back cover) Each: £15.00 / $25.50

2W-YYP CAUSEWAY TORCH, M-L (T. D. Turbitt) Mentor x High Society [DT 9718]. The
106mm show record of this flower speaks volumes for its quality. Its perianth is flat and

smooth with very rounded, broad, pure white segments. The very distinctive corona
is a delight, yellow at the base with a lovely pink band at the mouth which has a
beautifully rolled rim. In winning 3 seedlings London 2005; Best seedling, best div 2
and best vase of 3 Belfast 2007; Best amateur seedling Belfast 2008; best vase of 3
seedlings Belfast 2010; 2011. (Photo: inside back cover) Each: £25.00 / $42.50

2Y-R CAUSEWAY WINNER, M (T. D. Turbitt)   Jambo x Red Cameo [DT 0008].    As the
108mm name implies, this is a winner. The perianth segments are smooth with a flat double

triangle form. The corona is bowl shaped and a deep orange-red. First 3 sdlgs London
2004; Best Bloom Enniskillen 2008; Best Bloom Hillsborough 2009; First Hillsborough
2012. (Photo: inside back cover) Each: £15.00 / $25.50

3W-WWY CLEAN SWEEP, E-M (Nial Watson) Loch Alsh x Portnoo [W 356]. Graceful is the 
110mm first word that springs to mind with this large flower. The perianth segments are very

broad, almost round, white, overlapping at the base and reflexing when mature.The
corona is a disc shaped shallow bowl with a band of brilliant yellow at the rim. An
elegant show flower that has great substance and is well supported on a strong
stem. First Hillsborough 2012. (Photo: inside front cover) Each: £15.00 / $25.50

2W-WWP DISCREET, M-L (B.S. Duncan) High Society x China Doll [2435].  This very large,
120mm consistent and beautifully poised flower has a perianth of very smooth, overlapping 

and rounded petals. The name reflects the lovely but low key colouring of the corona
which is creamy white with a dainty powder pink outer rim. First RHS Late Show 2012.
(Photo: inside back cover) Each: £25.00 / $42.50

2Y-Y GOOD INTENTIONS, E (E. Jarman) Gold Bond x Glissando [J 634].  This is one of
110mm Eddie Jarman’s consistent, round flowers. It is an exceptional flower with perianth

segments that are very broad, smooth and a deep golden colour; the corona is the
same yellow and slightly flared. Eddie’s field notes year on year record it as “Very
consistent and perfect form” our notes add “Big, round and beautiful”. We believe that
this is one of the best show flowers of its kind in recent years. 
(Photo: inside front cover) Each £25.00 / $42.50

1YYW-WWY   LEMON COCKTAIL, E-M (Nial Watson) Daydream x Goldfinger [W183]. 
98mm This reverse bi-colour is very long lasting.  It opens as a lemon yellow 1Y-Y but as it

matures it slowly reverses to give a beautiful 1Y-W. The perianth segments overlap
at the back and the inners are also very broad, yellow and with a white halo around
the base of the corona which gently expands with a yellow rim which is slightly rolled.
First in Belfast 2012. (3 weeks after opening!) (Photo: back cover)

Each £10.00 / $17.50
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2W-YOO MARGARET’S MELODY, M-L (B.S.Duncan) Soprano x Ruby Wedding [8070].
115mm This large show flower has a very smooth perianth with broad flat petals that form a

double triangle. The cup shaped corona is orange blending to yellow at the base. The
bloom is held with wonderful poise on a strong stem. Each £18.00 / $30.50

1W-Y OLLY’s MEDAL, (was Olympic Medal) (B.S. Duncan). Fiona McKillop x Queen’s
118mm Guard [3080]. This is a very large and unusually rounded flower for its class with

broad ace-of-spades petals that form an ideal background for the large but well-
proportioned deep lemon-yellow trumpet that is very generously flanged. A lovely
consistent exhibition flower on a tall stem. A vigorous free flowering plant of great
impact). (Photo: inside back cover) Each £18.00 / $30.50

3W-O PICKET POST, M (J.W. Blanchard). (Hotspur x Osmington) x Doctor Hugh [77/19A].
As with all flowers bred by John Blanchard, this is a strong grower with a beautiful

112mm large flower. It is a little later than “Warmwell” but has the same vibrant colour. The
flower is round in form with good substance and very broad perianth segments. The
corona is a deep orange, shallow bowl that is frilled and tidy. The flower is sweetly
scented and held on a strong stem. (Photo: inside back cover)

Each £15.00 / $25.50

2W-P QUIET MAGIC, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Fairy Magic x Quiet Hero. [2781]. A    
74mm beautiful little flower which is consistently and comfortably within the Intermediate limit

of 80mm. The Intermediate pure white perianth is round smooth and overlapping and
highlights the deep lilac pink corona. A most consistent flower and a regular winner
in London and elsewhere. (Photo: centre pages) Each £18.00 / $30.50

7YYW-YWW ROAD RUNNER, ML (B.S. Duncan) Regeneration OP. [2904] Rather unusual
55mm for its class; the cup of this flower goes through several colour phases from yellow,

orange to white. Was greatly admired at the London show where it drew particular
attention to itself by its most amazing fragrance that can be detected from some yards
away. Produces 2-3 flowers per stem, this is a must for those who like scented
blooms. First Belfast 2012. (Photo: centre pages) Each £7.00 / $12.00

2W-W SEA MOON, E (E. Jarman) Mount Fuji x Silver Blaze [J 573]. A lovely large, pure
110mm ice-white flower with rounded form. The perianth segments are ace of spades shaped,

overlapping at the back, very smooth and broad with good substance. The long
corona gently expands and the rim is almost rolled with the added bonus of a green
eye when viewed from the front. (Photo: centre pages)

Each £20.00 / $34.00

7W-GWW SEASON’S GREETINGS, VE (H. Koopowitz) N. jonquilla x Emerald Sea. This 
lovely flower blooms at the end of the year, hence the name. It opens pale green and
matures to W-GWW. The flowers are of good form and slightly reflexed and usually
4 florets per stem. Makes good clumps. Only a few to offer. (Photo: centre pages)

Each: £15.00 / $25.50

4Y-O TANGERINE TANGO, M (Nial Watson) Menabilly x (Crackington x Sabine Hay)
100mm [W 707]. Although this beautiful flower is classified 4Y-O it could just as easily be a

4O-O as the perianth is evenly tinged with orange. The perianth segments have a
wonderful substance and are broad, smooth and stack neatly on top of each other to
give an extremely tidy bloom. The corona petaliods are deeper orange, even and
sunproof. In many winning collection classes and 1st in single bloom in Belfast 2012.
(Photo: back cover) Each £20.00 / $34.00
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12 Y-O TEQUILA SUNRISE GROUP, Autumn flowering (H. Koopowitz & M. Howe) N.
35mm jonquilla x N. miniatus. A lovely, prolific flower that is best grown in a clump. It 
USA flowers in late autumn to early winter. The flowers are star shaped with 2-5 florets to

a stem. The perianth segments are brilliant yellow and the bowl shaped corona a 
pleasing yellow-orange. Three: £18.00 / $30.00   Each: £8.00/ $13.50

3Y-R VIDEO KID, (B.S. Duncan). Jake x [(Richill x Border Chief) x (Sun Magic x Burning
105mm Bush)].[2902]. This is a brilliantly coloured and consistent show flower with a deep 

golden yellow, very round and smooth perianth standing at perfect right angles. The
shallow saucer cup is neatly fluted and is deep orange red. An excellent free flowering
plant with strong upright stems. (Photo: inside front cover)

Each £20.00 / $34.00

2W-WWY YUMMY MUMMY, M (Nial Watson) Silkwood x White Hill [W 288]. A lovely big
116mm flower that is almost round and has measured up to 130mm. The perianth segments

are a pure white and the ones at the rear overlap at the base, the front being a little
narrower. The corona opens a creamy white which fades to white with a pale yellow
rim. An excellent and attractive back row flower. Each £20.00 / $34.00

New Introductions 2012

6Y-Y CAUSEWAY GEM, E-M (T. D. Turbitt) Bryanston x N. cyclamineus [DT 0201]. 
75mm The show record of this beautiful bloom speaks volumes as to its quality. A golden 

yellow flower having well swept back and smooth perianth segments with a lovely
tubular and long corona. Very consistent and sometimes produces quality secondary
flowers later in the season. We think that this flower can provide a serious challenge
to the dominance of ‘Rapture’. Best seedling and Best any other division Hillsborough
2004; Best Bloom NIDG Early show 2004;First Ballymena 2006;First NIDG Early 
Show 2007,2008; First Aberdeen 2011. Each: £15.00 / $27.00

2W-P CONTRALTO, L (B. S. Duncan) Cloud’s Rest x Soprano [2487] The pure-white
110mm smooth perianth of this spectacular show flower forms a double triangle and is

classified as red. In his notes Brian describes it as being “outstanding bluish pink/red”.
This colour is maintained through to maturity. First RHS Late Show 2012.
(Photo: centre pages) Each: £15.00 / $27.00

11aW-P COSINE, M (B. S. Duncan) Trigonometry x Diversity [3284]. The thing that catches
105mm the eye with this flower is the flat, solid rich-pink, regularly split corona framed by a

very white perianth. It is extremely free flowering, very attractive and of consistent
show form. An added bonus is that it is sun proof. First Belfast 2011.
(Photo: centre pages) Each: £10.00 / $17.50

4Y-O DOWNFIELD, M (Maurice Kerr) Smokey Bear x Limbo [MK52]. A very pleasing
110mm and consistent  large show flower with a golden yellow perianth, forming a double

triangle, and light orange petaloids. The back of the flower is very smooth and the
inner perianth segments stack neatly upon each other giving the bloom good form.
The petaloides form a pleasing frill in the centre. The stem is strong and holds the
flower well. Fertile both ways. In the winning “Not in Commerce” class at the RHS
Daffodil Show 2011. (Photo: centre pages) Each: £8.00 / $14.00
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2W-Y ELEGANT QUEEN, M (B. S. Duncan) Fiona McKillop x Queen’s Guard [2967]. A
115mm sibling of ‘Queen Fiona’ and has the same perfection but is a division 2. It has a lovely

form and is very smooth. The perianth is very similar to its sibling’s but the corona is
shorter and is a pale lemon with an elegant roll to the rim. A useful flower for this class
that does not have many flowers of this quality. Each: £20.00 / $35.00

3Y-O FIRE FIGHTER, M (N. A. C. Watson) Jenny Tait x Ulster Bank [W383]. This 
105mm flower caught the eye of several people at the RHS Daffodil Show at Wisley. The

perianth is a golden yellow and the corona is bowl shaped and a deep orange. It is a
very consistent and smooth show flower. First in Seedling class Belfast 2010; In the
winning “Not in Commerce” class in 2011; in winning 6 Blooms raised and shown by
breeder 2011. Best in Show Fortuna CA USA 2013 Each: £15.00 / $27.00

2Y-Y FORGED GOLD, E-M (N. A. C. Watson) Gold Convention x Goldfinger [W150].
104mm The perianth of this beautiful show flower is a pure glistening yellow and with very

broad segments.The majors have a good overlap and the minors touch or slightly
overlap. This flower has great substance and is very smooth. 
(Photo: inside back cover) Each: £12.00 / $22.00

1Y-Y GOLDEN PEAK, E (B. S. Duncan). Tyrone Gold x Impeccable. [2703]. A perfect
105mm deep gold, standing tall above the foliage gives this flower a majestic look. The back

‘ace of spades’ perianth segments overlap and the inners almost touch. The corona
is cylindrical and expands slightly at the rim. A lovely consistent show flower on a
strong plant. (Photo: centre pages) Each: £10.00 / $17.50

8G-G LIMA’S GREEN GODDESS, Autumn flowering (Manuel Lima). Avalanche x N.
45mm viridiflorus. A lovely flower with up to 10 florets to a head, it has been known to have
U.S.A. more. Each floret is a delightful pale ivory overlaid with soft mint while the inside of 

the corona is a deeper lime green. Grows about 30cm tall and would need some
protection when in flower. It is both pollen and pod fertile. May benefit from summer
baking. Very few to offer. (Photo: inside front cover) Each: £40.00 / $68.00

2W-YPP PRIORSFORD, M (B. S. Duncan). Zion Canyon x Eastern Promise [2657]. Perhaps
124mm our largest ‘Pink’ flower, with pure ‘diamond dust’ glistening white perianth segments

that form a double triangle. They are very smooth and have heavy substance. The 
funnel shaped corona is smooth and deep pink blending to yellow at the base. First 
RHS 2012. Each: £12.00 / $22.00

1W-Y QUEEN FIONA, E (B. S. Duncan). Fiona McKillop x Queen’s Guard [2702]. A
120mm greatly admired large exhibition flower which has very broad perianth segments in 

pure white. The slender, expanded, lemon, trumpet has an attractive roll at the rim 
giving it great charm. With excellent poise and form we are sure that it has a great 
future. First RHS Daffodil Show 2011. Each: £18.00 / $32.00

2Y-Y SPARTAN GOLD, M (B. S. Duncan). Impeccable x (Red Spartan x Gold Bond)
110mm [2713]. A large, very round and perfect show flower with broad overlapping perianth

segments which are smooth and buttercup yellow. The 3/4 length cylindrical corona
is in good proportion, mildly goffered and has a green eye. Consistent, tall, vigorous,
it is best described as a vastly improved Gold Bond. In winning Engleheart Cup 2011.
(Photo: inside front cover) Each: £20.00 / $35.00
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3W-Y VIVA DIVA, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Rivendell x Postles seedling [2292]. Consistently
125mm given 5 stars in Brian’s seedling notes, this huge flower is a pleasure to behold. It has

enormous segments that are smooth and very broad, overlapping half their length,
making up a flat, milk white perianth of good substance. The nicely proportioned
lemon-yellow saucer shaped corona is evenly crinkled. Each: £10.00 / $17.50

1Y-R WILD ROVER, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Tyree x Nederburg [2866]. Beautifully formed
102mm and consistent this is probably the brightest and best red trumpet bred by Brian to 

date. The excellent deep yellow perianth is very smooth and flat. The corona has a 
delightful roll to the rim and is enhanced by evenly splayed and attractive anthers. A
strong plant that stands out in the field. Pictured in the 2008-09 RHS Year Book. 
First Belfast 2011. (Photo: centre pages) Each: £15.00 / $26.00

Classification and Colour Coding

If unfamiliar with the classification and colour coding system used at the head of each
group and in left margins please refer to the colour illustrated Classification and Colour
Code guide on the website www.ringhaddy-daffodils.com

KEY to Symbols

=  RHS Award of Garden Merit (AGM)
=  Pannill Award, American Daffodil Society award for outstanding flowers.
=  Wister Award, American Daffodil Society award for outstanding garden merit.

Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils
Trumpet Daffodils of Garden Origin
one flower to a stem; corona (“trumpet”) as long as, or longer than the perianth segments
(“petals”).

Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils
Yellow Perianth, Corona Yellow or White Y-Y; Y-W.

1Y-Y CAUSEWAY SUNSHINE, M (T. D. Turbitt). Cophetua x Golden Joy [9403]. This
115mm is a slightly later than mid-season flower, large, smooth, consistent deep yellow

trumpet. An exhibition flower. Too many wins to list.
Three £12.00 / $22.00  Each £5.00 / $9.00

1Y-Y GAME BIRD, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Francolin x Barnum [2096]. This is a most attractive
105mm flower of lovely form of deep golden yellow. A consistent exhibition flower of great

strength and vigour worthy of a place in any collection.
Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50

1Y-Y GATECRASHER, E-M (B. S. Duncan) Francolin x Barnum [2186]. This is a yellow
110mm trumpet with a difference. A deep golden yellow throughout the flowers, great 

substance and quality.
Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $9.00

1Y-Y KINGSLEIGH, M (B. S. Duncan). Sperrin Gold x Ethos [2062]. A consistent deep
105mm golden yellow sibling of “Temba”. It has beautiful ‘Ace of Spades’ shaped perianth 

segments and a cylindrical trumpet. Too many wins to list. Each £6.00 / $10.00
9
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1YYW-W LYME BAY, M (J. W. Blanchard). Halstock x Gin and Lime [89/17A]. A medium sized
100mm flower  with the perianth forming a double triangle. The back perianth segments are

lemon-yellow, broad, overlapping and turn white at the base; the inner segments are
slightly narrower. The cylindrical corona opens the same as the perianth and matures
to white. The flower has good form and great substance. (Photo: centre pages)

Three: £20.00 / $35.00  Each: £8.00 / $14.00

1Y-Y MER d’OR, M-L (B. S.Duncan). Barnes Gold x Ethos [2111]. This is a large flower,
110mm deep golden with excellent substance and smooth texture; it has broad slightly pointed

perianth segments and a bold beautifully flared and evenly lobed trumpet. Regular
winner. (Photo: centre pages) Three £25.00 / $44.00 Each: £10.00 / $17.50

1Y-Y TEMBA, L-M (B. S. Duncan). Sperrin Gold x Ethos [1957]. A very large and
116mm exceptional deep golden yellow trumpet of immaculate quality and style. Too many

awards to list. Three £12.00 / $22.00  Each £5.00 / $9.00

Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils
Yellow Perianth, Corona Orange or Pink. Y-O/R; Y-P.

1Y/W-P BRONZEWING, L (B. S. Duncan). Azocor x Filoli [2100]. This is a bold flower of
110mm great substance that immediately catches the eye. The perianth segments have a

paler yellow centre zone which matures to a distinctive white stripe. The flanged
trumpet is a good contrasting pink; excellent show qualities. Too many wins to list.

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $10.20

1Y-O CHINGAH, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Kingsgrove x (Cheetah x Kingsgrove) [2053]. An
105mm orange trumpet with good colour in both perianth and cup. The broad, rounded 

perianth backs a long cylindrical, bright orange corona. First London 2004.
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00

1Y-O FELINE QUEEN, E (B. S. Duncan). Hero x (Cheetah x Kingsgrove) [2052]. This
101mm flower has an attractive broad and slightly pointed double triangle perianth that is very

smooth and sometimes shows a hint of orange flushing.  The cylindrical trumpet is 
generously flanged, deepening in colour towards the rim. First London 2004.

Three £12.00 / $22.00  Each £5.00 / $10.20

1YWP-P JAUNO, M (B. S. Duncan). Thistin x Filoli [2080]. This is a beautifully proportioned,
100mm smooth show flower of great substance in a pleasing combination of lemon-yellow 

and powder pink.  First London 2007. (Photo: centre pages)
Three £15.00 / $26.00 Each £6.00 / $10.30

1Y-O LONGITUDE, L (B. S. Duncan) (Midas Touch x Barnsdale Wood) x Oregon Trail 
[2199]. With a good background of deep red colour, this flower has a lovely, very 
long and slender trumpet with a neatly flared mouth. Sun resistant. 
(Photo: centre pages)

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00

1Y-O PROUD FELLOW, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Hero x Oregon Trail [2054]. 
104mm A flower with mid-yellow smooth shouldered ovate petals are of heavy substance. 

The flared trumpet is bright orange. Many awards.
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
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1Y-O RED REED, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Tarry OWYZ x Aunt Betty [1883]. The sunproof
100mm bright orange red, cylindrical, slightly expanded and very long trumpet makes this a

breeder’s dream 
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

1Y-O RESISTASOL, E (B. S. Duncan) Uncle Duncan x Oregon Trail [2363] The good
102mm quality perianth is mid-yellow and the slightly expanded orange trumpet is completely

sun resistant in our climate. Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $10.20

Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils
White Perianth, Corona Yellow or Pink. W-Y; W-P.

1W-Y DEFENCE CORPS, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Queen’s Guard x Chief Inspector [1947].
115mm This is a large, robust, bi-coloured trumpet with a very flat and smooth, broadly

spreading perianth and a slightly expanded cylindrical trumpet of deepest yellow. 
Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $10.20

1W-P DESCANT, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Verran x Algarve [1703]. A beautifully formed 
105mm show flower with a straightish, cylindrical trumpet in a lovely shade of deep shell pink

enhanced by a paler edge which is almost white. Prize Belfast 2003.
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

1W-Y DORNEYWOOD, E (B. S. Duncan). Predator x Chief Inspector [1936]. This is a
118mm big, flat, smooth, and well-proportioned flower of great vigour with a deep yellow, long,

cylindrical trumpet. Excellent show flower for early in the season.
Three £20.00 / $35.00 Each £8.00 / $14.00

1W-P EDENDERRY, M (B. S. Duncan). Camden x Bright Flame [1687]. P.C. This is a
128mm most attractive large flower of formal style with a flat broad perianth and a long slightly

expanded cylindrical trumpet of bright coppery pink. 
Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

1W-P KORORA BAY, M (B. S. Duncan). Dailmanach x Cryptic [1749]. This is a 
102mm beautifully formed large flower with very smooth broad and flat petals. The flared and

frilled trumpet is of a  light apple blossom pink. Too many awards to list. 
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

1W-Y QUEEN’S GUARD, E (B. S. Duncan). Pontes O.P. [1530]. A large early flower of
115mm wonderfully consistent exhibition quality. The very broad and shapely ace-of-spades

pure white petals are of great substance and smoothness and a deep chrome yellow
trumpet that is nicely flared . Far too many awards to list.

Five £20.00 / $36.00 Three £15.00 / $27.00 Each £6.00 / $11.00

Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils
White Perianth, Corona White. W-W.

1W-W ALPINE WINTER, M (B. S. Duncan). Silent Valley x Sherpa [1965]. A beautiful  pure
110mm white flower and a flanged trumpet with a rolled rim. A good show flower.

Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20
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1W-W CHASTE, M (G. E. Mitsch). (Le Cygne x Empress of Ireland) x Panache. Highly
U.S.A. regarded white trumpet which has had  show successes on both sides of the Atlantic.

Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

1W-W DENALI, M (R. & E. Havens). Emp. of Ireland x [(Vigil x Emp. of Ireland) x
U.S.A. Panache]. A large pure white flower with double triangle broadly overlapping flat

smooth perianth. Narrowly funnel shaped trumpet. Excellent Show flower.
Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

1W-W LIFELINE, E-M (B. S. Duncan) Silent Valley x Sherpa [2129]. This is a massive and
140mm pure white, smooth flower with very broad overlapping major petals and a long flared

trumpet. Good for exhibition and breeding. 
Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils

Large Cupped Daffodils of Garden Origin
one flower to a stem; corona (“cup”) more than one-third, but less than equal to the length of the
perianth segments (“petals”)

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils
Yellow Perianth, Corona Yellow or White. Y-Y; Y-W.

2Y-Y ARLESTON, M (B. S. Duncan). (Golden Jewel x Midas Touch) x Barnum. [1413]. 
A large and extremely smooth flower of highest exhibition quality.The very broad, 
flat and smooth deep golden perianth segments overlap by more than half their length.  
The corona is a slightly expanded funnel shaped. Has won many awards.

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2Y-GYY CREVENAGH, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Gettysburg x Boulder Bay [1835]. A smooth
105mm flower of lovely form; the smallish slightly barrel shaped goblet cup is mildly 

expanded and frilled at the rim. Excellent consistent show flower of largest size. 
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2Y-Y GARDEN TREASURE, L (B. S. Duncan). Burning Bush x Gold Bond [2112]. The
110mm large, flat, smooth and overlapping perianth segments are mid-yellow and the neat 

cup is a deep golden yellow. A consistent show flower. 
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2Y-Y GOLDEN FLUTE, M (B. S. Duncan). N. triandrus triandrus x Bryanston [1872].
108mm This is a large round deep yellow flower with flat, smooth and broad  perianth 

segments.  The short half length fluted cylindrical cup is distinctive and just a little
darker in colour. An excellent and consistent exhibition flower. Regular winner.

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2Y-Y GOLDEN GOAL, E-M (B. S. Duncan) Burning Bush x Gold Bond [2326]. This is a
114mm very smooth, deep golden yellow flower with broad flat perianth segments.The round

and frilled cup is slightly deeper in colour. An excellent show flower. Too many wins
to list. Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20
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2Y-Y HAPPY VALLEY, E (E. G. B. Jarman). Golden Jewel x Gold Convention [341]. An
125mm exceptionally large and smooth flower of lovely style and great impact with a good

neck and poise. The consistent exhibition blooms require little by way of dressing.The
¾ length funnel shaped corona is a slightly richer shade of yellow. Too many awards
to list. Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2Y-Y INNUENDO, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Gold Ingot x Miss Primm [2347]. This is a really
100mm charming and distinctive deep golden Div.2 flower with a beautiful rolled rim that

makes it immediately identifiable. 
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2Y-Y JANET’S GOLD, E (N. A. C. Watson) Gold Convention x Gold Bond [W031]. This
102mm is a very consistent, golden-yellow exhibition flower. The corona is funnel shaped, 

smooth and a slightly darker gold than the perianth. 1st NIDG Early Show 2009,
Hillsborough 2009, Best in Show Enniskillen 2010.  (Photo: centre pages)

Three £15.00 / $35.00 Each £6.00 / $11.00

2Y-GYY TREASURE HUNT, L (B. S. Duncan). Burning Bush x Gold Bond [2113]. A very 
110mm large flower of distinctive form in deepest burnished golden yellow throughout. 

Exhibited in many winning ‘12’ bloom classes. First Belfast 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012;
First RHS Daffodil Show 2011; First RHS Late Show 2011. (Photo: centre pages)

Five £18.00 / $31.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils
Yellow or Pink Perianth, Corona containing Pink. P-P; Y-P; Y-YYP.

2Y-YYP BIKINI BEACH, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Arran Isle x J. O’More Sdg. [1931]. This is a
111mm delightfully coloured flower in subdued yellow contrasting with the sharply defined

band of deep pink around a conical cup.
Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2Y-YPP LAMLASH, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Arran Isle x Rosegold [2157]. A vigorous,
125mm attractively coloured yellow/pink flower of largest size.   The large lemon y e l l o w ,

unfading, double triangle perianth is flat and smooth. The crinkled conical cup is mid
pink with a deeper pink rim. Good for exhibition and for breeding.

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2P-GYP PROBLEM CHILD, L (B. S. Duncan). Quickstep O.P. x Fragrant Rose [2631]. A 
77mm lovely, small show flower with rounded form and a broad pale pink perianth.
Intermediate The funnel-shaped cup is yellow, with green at the base and shading to pink at the

rim, scented, smooth and with good substance. First RHS Late Show 2012.
Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

2YYW-P ROCOZA, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Oregon Pioneer x Azocor [2231]. Undoubtedly this
97mm is one of the strongest coloured yellow pinks in both perianth and corona with a very

pretty white halo. Flower is of consistent exhibition quality. First Prize single Bloom, 
London ’05 & ’07. Ralph P. White nominee 2005. Goethe Link Award ’06.
(Photo: centre pages)

Five £18.00 / $31.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75
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2YYW-YPP SOLERA, M (B. S. Duncan). Brindle Pink x American Heritage [2586]. A beautiful, 
78mm stylish and smooth little flower which measures ‘Intermediate’ in most situations.
Intermediate The perianth segments are rich honey-toned yellow with a distinct pinkish / white

halo. The near trumpet length, cylindrical corona is mildly expanded and is a shade
of deep orangey-pink.

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00
2Y-P SPRING SUNSET, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Azocor x Oregon Pioneer [2619]. Almost
113mm Div.1 with a bold frilled trumpet cup of delightful pink and palish  lemon smooth 

perianth segments. First prize -P London’07. Goethe Link Award ’06.
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2YYW-P ZWYNNER, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Brindle Pink x Eastern Promise [2253]. This flower
112mm has a distinct style. The perianth segments are broad, flat and of a lovely deep lemon

yellow  with a white halo at the base. The slightly fluted  corona is in ideal proportion
and is a sun resistant deep pink. First RHS Late Show 2010, 2011. 

Five £18.00 / $31.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils
Yellow Perianth. Y-O/R.

2Y-O ANGEL’S WOOD, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Angelito x [(Gettysburg x Barnesdale 
Wood) x Smokey Bear] [2225 A wonderful exhibition flower  with a deep-yellow,
smooth and overlapping perianth and a deep orange-red corona. The raiser had noted
it as “perhaps our best 2Y-O yet”.  (Photo: centre pages) Each: £5.00 / $8.75

2Y-O AUCHRANIE, M (B. S. Duncan). Triple Crown x Gold Bond [2077].  This flower
117mm exudes quality, has excellent and consistent exhibition form and a  smooth texture.

The perianth has broad, flat ovate petals of deep golden yellow and the neat deep
orange cup. Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2Y-YOR CAROLINA DALE, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Garden News x State Express [2210]. A
113mm large smooth flower with deep golden, flat, smooth, perianth segments. The slightly 

expanding, conical cup tones from a dark greenish yellow eye section through orange
to deep orange red at the rim. An excellent show flower First RHS Late Show 2009.
(Photo: centre pages)

Five £18.00 / $31.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75
2Y-O DECISION, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Golden Jewel x Lennymore [2195]. The form and
103mm substance of this flower is excellent and it performs well on the show bench because

of its overall quality. Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2Y-O HOPE HOUSE, E-M (Nial Watson). Irish Light x Hero [W 055]. A large flower 
112mm with broad overlapping deep yellow perianth segments. It  is smooth and of great

substance giving a strong contrast to the vivid orange funnel shaped. Named for a 
Babies Home in Nairobi, Kenya, to which the profits are being donated.
(Photo: inside back cover)

Three £25.00/$45.00 Each £10.00/$17.50

2Y-R HOT AFFAIR, L (B. S. Duncan) {[(Richhill x Border Chief) x Sun Magic] x 
102mm  Burning Bush} x(Amboseli x Burning Bush) [2153]. This is probably one of the hottest

coloured, high quality 2Y-R. Great for exhibiting and breeding, due to its intense
colour. Five £18.00 / $31.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75
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Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils
Orange Perianth.  Corona Orange or Red. O-R.

2O-R DAWN CALL, L (B. S. Duncan). {Dawn Run x (1313[Patagonia x Bunclody] x Ulster
105mm Bank)}[2339]. Very good orange flushed petals which reflex slightly and blend nicely

with the circular bowl shaped corona of deep orange red. Regular prize winner. 
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2O-R HONEYORANGE, M (B. S. Duncan). Rezare x Cheerleader [1495]. A large flower of
most unusual colouring in the perianth. Broadly round flat and smooth petals and a
small bowl-shaped dark burnt orange cup Too many awards to list.

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2O-O RUDDY DUCK, E (E. Jarman) (Shining Light x Torridon) x Loch Lundy [465] This 
102mm flower has a well overlapped and rounded perianth of good colour, form and

substance. The corona is tubular, neat and a richer shade of orange. Very useful for
variety in collections at early shows.. First Hillsborough 2008. (Photo: centre pages)

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils
White Perianth. W-Y; W-O/R.

2W-YYO CAMARADERIE, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Purbeck x Ravenhill [2392]. This is 
119mm one of the top flowers in this class.  The perianth is broad and the colours of the 

corona striking. Shown in countless award winning classes far too many to list.
(Photo: centre pages) Three £35.00/$63.00 Each £12.50 / $22.50

2W-YYO COLISEUM, M-L (B. S. Duncan). [Vernal Prince x (Aircastle x Woodland Prince)] 
108mm x (Westholme x Megalith) [2265]. A round, smooth, beautifully proportioned and pure

white perianth of great substance. The deep yellow bowl shaped cup is lightly frilled
around the brilliant orange-red 5mm rim. Sun proof. Far too many awards to list.

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2W-GYR HULLABALOO, L (B. S. Duncan). Cupid’s Eye x (High Society x Valinor) [1892].
112mm A bright flower that has a wonderfully rounded pure white perianth. The green 

based cup merges through yellow and lilac pink to a sharply defined band of almost
crimson red. Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2W-R HYPERBOLE, M (B. S. Duncan). Magician x ([Ken’s Favourite x Fragrant Rose] x
107mm Last Chance) [2748]. A very dramatic flower best described by Jackie Petherbridge

in the 2005-2006 RHS Daffodils, Snowdrops and Tulips Yearbook, “undoubtedly this
year’s show-stopper. A ‘Magician’ seedling with the WOW factor, it has a large cup of
eye-popping terracotta/nasturtium colouring that stopped everyone in their tracks.” It
is hard to add to that. First Belfast 2011.  (Photo: centre pages)

Each: £18.00 / $32.00

2W-Y LAURELBANK, M (B. S. Duncan). Rivendell x 3W-Y seedling [2662]. This very
105mm smooth flower just measures Div. 2 and adds variety of form to this class. Rounded,

with a pure white perianth it has a fluted bowl shaped corona of a distinct citron
yellow. First Belfast 2010, 2012.  (Photo: centre pages)

Five £18.00 / $31.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75
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2W-YYO RING FLASH, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Soft Focus x (Dunley Hall or Evesham) [2382].
112mm This large, very white flower is broad with the segments being rounded at the apex.

The bowl shaped corona is yellow with an attractive orange band at the rim. An
elegant flower. First London 2012 Three £25.00/$45.00 Each: £10.00 / $17.50

2W-Y SURPRISE PACKET, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Savoir Faire x June Lake [2242]. A 
107mm very smooth and nicely proportioned show flower with pure white, flat and rounded 

form. The fluted bowl cup is of mid-yellow. 
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

2W-Y THE MOUNT, M (Nial Watson). Royal Wedding x Silkwood [W 195]. A striking
115mm flower with great substance and broad perianth segments.  The corona is a huge, 

smooth, chrome yellow disc that lies flat on the perianth. (Photo: centre pages)
Three £15.00 / $35.00 Each £6.00 / $11.00

2W-Y WEST POST, M (B. S. Duncan). Westholme x 3W-Y Sdlg. [2457]. A smooth and
100mm attractive flower that is not prone to nicks. It has a very pure, broad white perianth

and a deep yellow corona. A great show flower. First Belfast 2008,2010,2011;RHS
Late Show 2008, 2009, 2011.

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils
White Perianth, Corona Predominantly Pink. W-P. 

2W-P AGNES MACE, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Assertion x Chanson [1962]. A smooth flower
102mm with very broad, pure white, ovate perianth segments.  The deep pink conical cup, of

more than 3/4 length, is nicely flared, waved and frilled. A very consistent show 
flower. Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50  Each £4.00 / $7.20

2W-P AMAZING GRACE, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Naivasha x Tyrian Rose [1742]. PC This
112mm is a super smooth show flower.  The pure white glistening ovate perianth segments

are broad, flat and free of nicks. The rich pink bowl-shaped cup is nicely 
proportioned. Too many awards to list.

Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50 Each £4.00/ $7.20

2W-P BROOKE AGER, L (S. DuBose). Pink Ice x (Coral Light x My Word) [N16-18]. A
74mm stunning intermediate with broad white perianth segments that are sometimes flushed
Intermediate with pink. The corona is a deep rose pink colour. A very useful plant for breeding

colourful intermediates and may be miniatures. First London 2004, 2006. 
Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

2W-P BURT HOUSE, M (B. S. Duncan). Naivasha x Eastern Promise [2680]. The raiser
110mm considers this to be the best of the pinks that he has raised to date. This claim is 

supported by an excellent show record. The smooth, broadly shouldered and pure 
white perianth provides a lovely background for the well-proportioned, bright coral-
pink corona. Far too many awards to list.  (Photo: centre pages)

Each: £15.00 / $27.00

2W-P CHASSEUR, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Assertion x Chanson [2072]. An extremely bright 
105mm pink flower with an attractively crinkled cup and pure white spreading perianth 

segments of excellent substance. In winning Engleheart Cup 2006.
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50  Each £4.00 / $7.20
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2W-P COOLMAGHERY, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Soprano x Pensioner [1915]. A consistent,
110mm pure white flower of great substance and broad segments. The warm coral pink cup

is enhanced by a green eye.
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50  Each £4.00 / $7.20

2W-P DIGNATORY, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Alston x Ruby Wedding [2417]. This is a very
115mm large beautifully formed, smooth and consistent show flower with broad ‘Ace of 

Spades’ shaped perianth segments and a neat goblet cup of deep coral-pink with a
paler rim and a green throat. 

Five £18.00 / $31.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

2W-P DREAM CATCHER, L (E. Jarman). China Doll x Culmination [93-41-2]. A most
105mm appealing rich pink flower which has been greatly admired when shown. A

very broad, rounded outline with smooth, well overlapped perianth segments The 
corona is funnel shaped with a slightly flanged rim. Far too many awards to list.
(Photo: centre pages)

Five £18.00 / $31.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

2W-GPP EDITOR, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Fragrant Rose x Eastern Promise [2370]. A huge and
125mm bold flower that has reliably lovely form and seldom nicks a petal. An excellent show

flower with delightful colouring. Many show successes.  (Photo: centre pages)
Five £18.00 / $31.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

2W-WPP FASHION MODEL, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Soprano x Eastern Promise [2656]. An
106mm amazingly consistent deep pink cupped show flower. The perianth segments are 

beautifully smooth, slightly pointed and with an attractive ‘lilt’ or mild reflex which 
lends distinctive character. Best Bloom in Show Belfast 2005; First Prize London 
2005; included in winning John Lea Trophy 2012 and Devonshire Cup groups 2005.

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50  Each £4.00 / $7.20

2W-PPW FROSTED PINK, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Verran x Algarve [1614]. A most unusual 
110mm and beautiful flower combining pure white and bright apple blossom pink. The slightly

flaring trumpet shaped cup has a dramatic icy-white, frost like, fringe at the rim.
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50  Each £4.00 / $7.20

2W-P KAKA POINT, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Alston x Ruby Wedding [2296]. A large bloom
115mm that has all the qualities of a top show flower. The perianth is perfectly dazzling white

offsetting a pink, short cup. In Winning Devonshire Cup 2012.
Five £22.00 / $39.50 Three £15.00 / $35.00 Each £6.00 / $11.00

2W-P LAKE DISTRICT, M (B. S. Duncan) Naivasha x Soprano [2611] A very large and 
122mm most refined flower of brightest pink, paling slightly towards the base of the large,

conical cup. The perianth segments are very wide and smooth. Excellent show flower.
Devonshire ’05; Lea trophy ’08; First prize seedling class London ’ 08.
(Photo: centre pages)

Five £22.00 / $39.50 Three £15.00 / $35.00 Each £6.00 / $11.00

2W-P NARRATIVE, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Yoshiko x Naivasha [2368]. This is a beautifully
115mm symmetrical show flower, with a smooth perianth and largish bowl shaped cup. 

Best Div.2 RHS Show 2012.
Five £18.00 / $31.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75
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2W-P PALACE PINK, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Assertion x Chanson [1972].  Like its parents
115mm this flower has very broad, shapely and smooth petals and a nicely proportioned,

uniformly frilled and deep apple-blossom-pink corona. First Belfast 2009. In Winning
Devonshire Cup 2011.

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50  Each £4.00 / $7.20

2W-P PARTISAN, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Cape Point x Assertion. [1979]. Another lovely
112mm pink with very broad white perianth segments that overlap more than halfway. The 

funnel shaped corona is a deep pink. In the winning Engleheart Cup collection 2010.
Five £22.00 / $39.50 Three £15.00 / $35.00 Each £6.00 / $11.00

2W-P PROVERBIAL PINK, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Assertion x Chanson [2247]. A very 
111mm large flower with a pure white smooth spreading perianth and a bowl shaped, fluted,

deep almost lilac shaded pink cup.  In winning Engleheart, Lea Trophy and 
Devonshire Cup groups.

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

2W-P SHESKIN, M (B. S. Duncan). Alston x Soprano [2567]. This flower has large,
116mm velvety smooth, strong, broad and very white perianth segments. The corona is cup-

shaped and a lovely pure pink and has the bonus of being sunproof. Best Div. 2 &
Best in Show Omagh 2007. Best Div. 2 & Reserve Best Bloom London Late
Competition 2010. Each: £20.00 / $36.00

2W-P SUBTLE SHADES,M-L (B. S. Duncan). Soprano x Alston [2313]. A flower of 
110mm subdued shades, however, the pure pink colours with lilac tints graduate in intensity

from the eye to the outer zone of the beautifully rolled, bowl shaped cup. In winning
N.I.D.G late show ‘12’ 2003; First, Single Bloom London 2003, 2011. Best Div. 2 and
Best in Show London 2011.

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50  Each £4.00 / $7.20

2W-GPP TIDY TIPPET, M (B. S. Duncan). (Verran x Algarve) x Pink Silk [2274]. A very
109mm consistent and attractive large show flower of tidy form with very broadly rounded 

pure white and smooth perianth segments. The neat goblet shaped cup is bright pink
and is slightly waved around the brim. 

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50  Each £4.00 / $7.20

2W-P VERSION, E-M (B. S. Duncan) Verdoy x Chanson [2103]. A really beautiful 
115mm borderline flower that can measure either Div 1 or Div.2, probably more usually the 

latter. It has pure white, broad, smooth petals and a slightly frilled trumpet corona that
has a paler pink, almost white rim. Too many awards to list. 

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils
White Perianth, Corona with Pink Rim. W-YYP; W-WWP; W-GYP. etc. 

2W-WWP AIRTIME, M (B. S. Duncan). Fragrant Rose x Claverly [2430]. This is a really 
115mm elegant and show consistent flower. It is of rounded form with very smooth, flat

perianth segments and opens with a nicely expanded and rolled pale pink bell shaped
cup that matures to a lovely pale citron mid-zone and pure pink clearly defined rim. 
Fragrant. First Belfast 2009.  (Photo: centre pages)

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75
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2W-GYP CORROBOREE, L (B. S. Duncan). Pawley’s Island x June Lake [2282]. A very
108mm smooth, pure white flower that has a well-proportioned, shortish mid-yellow conical 

cup that is slightly serrated and has a clearly defined 5mm band of rich coral pink. 
Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

2W-GYP MONTROIG, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Soprano x June Lake [2600]. Though classified
125mm GYP the unusual but most attractive colours are not in distinct bands, rather they 

blend as they change from eye to rim of the cup. A most stylish, attractive and 
consistent show flower with a beautifully smooth perianth. Champ. of Ire. ’05; Lea 
Trophy ‘07. Best Div.2 Belfast 2012.

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

2W-WWP SACRE COEUR, L (B. S. Duncan) Notre Dame x June Lake [2434]. A  majestic
103mm flower with good, clear colouring and a beautiful goblet cup. As with Notre Dame it

has consistently good quality blooms. An excellent show flower.
Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

2W-GWP WARM WELCOME, M (E. Jarman) Moon Valley x Pol Crocan [93-29-5]. A 
110mm wonderful flower with very smooth, well overlapped perianth segments and heavy 

substance. The corona is tubular opening towards the mouth and has a green eye
changing to white with a broad band of rich pink. A very consistent, “ cut and show”
flower. Regular show winner.  (Photo: centre pages)

Five £32.00 / $57.50 Three £22.00 / $36.00 Each £8.00 / $14.00

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils
All White. W-W; W-GWW.

2W-W GLASNEVIN, E-M (Carncairn). Polar Circle x Soledad. Large pure white flower of 
excellent exhibition form. Broad overlapping perianth segments with bowl shape 
corona. Too many prizes to list.

Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

2W-W HOMESTEAD, E-M (W. G. Pannill). Easter Moon x White Prince. A pure white 
U.S.A. flower with broadly ovate petals making a flat perianth. A well known American variety

with a great deal of success on the show bench. Regular winner.
Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

2W-W SHEELAGH ROWAN, L (A. J. R. Pearson). Stoke Charity x Panache. FCC 2008.
An elegant flower with style, quality and substance. Has a tremendous exhibition
record including many Best In Show awards. Distinctive and of great quality. Too
many wins to list.

Five £22.00 / $39.50 Three £15.00 / $35.00 Each £6.00 / $11.00

2W-W SILVER SABRE, E-M (Ballydorn Bulb Farm). Churchman x April Love. This is a
110mm flower with a perianth forming a double triangle. The perianth segments are broad,

smooth, overlapping and of heavy substance. The long corona is smooth and funnel
shaped. First at Hillsborough 2008.

Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75
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Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils
Small Cupped Daffodils of Garden Origin
One flower to a stem; corona (“cup”) not more than one-third the length of the perianth segments
(“petals”).
Div 3 Small Cupped Daffodils
Yellow Perianth, Corona Yellow, Orange, Red, Pink Y-Y; Y-R; Y-YYR. Y-P etc.

3Y-GRR AFRICAN SUNSET, L (B. S. Duncan). Amboseli x Arizona Sunset [1894]. An 
103mm exceptionally bright and smooth flower. The perianth segments are broad and flat and

the small, shallow cup is deep red and slightly fluted and is enhanced by a dark green
eye. A truly lovely flower for exhibition. 

Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00/$7.20

3Y-R ALL ROUNDER, L (B. S. Duncan). Solar System x 1763 (Amboseli x Burning Bush)
100mm [2331]. A beautifully round and vivid flower that may prove to be our best and most 

consistent 3Y-R to date. First prizes Omagh ’05; Ballymena ‘07; Best in Show
Coleraine 2011. (Photo: centre pages)

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

3Y-O ANNA PANNA, E-M (N. A. C. Watson) Moon Tide x Achduart [W.167] A lovely
69mm intermediate variety. This flower is almost perfectly round and has a pale yellow
Intermediate perianth with overlapping major segments and broad minors. The corona is a vivid 

orange disc. It has great substance and pose. Best Div. 3 Hillsborough 2007;First
RHS  Show 2011, 2012. (Photo: centre pages)

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

3Y-O ARID PLAINS, L (B. S. Duncan). Amboseli x Arizona Sunset [2131]. A large smooth
108mm flower with a rounded flat, canary yellow perianth. The small deep orange corona

which is shallow and neatly fluted is in ideal proportion. A  top show flower of great 
substance. Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00

3Y-O ARMIDALE, L (B. S. Duncan). Burning Bush x Triple Crown [1589]. A very 
115mm smooth round flower with deep yellow, flat, ovate petals and a small saucer cup of 

deep orange with a darker eye. Excellent show flower. Consistent winner.
Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

3Y-YYR BURNING RING, L (B. S. Duncan). Triple Crown x Pacific Rim [2627]. This is a
106mm very dramatic and consistent show flower. It has a beautifully shaped corona with a 

slight symmetrical lilt that adds distinction. The flower’s colour is a deep golden 
yellow throughout apart from the dramaticly contrasting deep red 5mm rim on the 
bowl shaped corona. Has been Best Seedling at successive London shows. First
RHS  Late Show 2011; Belfast 2011, 2012.

Three £22.00 / $36.00 Each £8.00 / $14.00

3Y-R CAPE HELLES, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Amboseli x Burning Bush [1792]. A very large
117mm and distinctive flower with a very smooth flat ovate perianth, is a warm mid-yellow 

with honey undertones. The striking deep orange red fluted cup is unusually small 
which adds to the dramatic effect. Too many awards to list.

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75
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3Y-YYR CAUSEWAY RINGER, M (T. D. Turbitt). [DT9809]. Timolin x Badbury Rings
[DT9809]. A lovely bright-lemon flower with a smooth perianth and great substance. 
The corona is bowl shaped and a slightly darker yellow with a contrasting red rim. 
First “Not in Commerce” RHS 2008 and used by raiser in 12 bloom classes.
(Photo: centre pages) Three £15.00 / $35.00 Each £6.00 / $11.00

3Y-YYR HOCUS POCUS, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Badbury Rings x Triple Crown [1637]. This
100mm is an extremely smooth exhibition flower with mid yellow, overlapping perianth petals.

The small golden  cup has a clearly defined narrow band of deep red. 
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00

3Y-Y LEMMA, L (B. S. Duncan). Badbury Rings x Triple Crown [1597]. A lovely medium
93mm sized smooth flower of uniform deep lemon yellow. The perianth  segments are broad

and the neat cup is slightly lobed. A useful addition both for show and for breeding. 
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00

3Y-YYP PICATOU, L (B. S. Duncan) Arran Isle x Cupid’s Eye. [2131] Yellow-pink Div 3 
100mm flowers are rare. This one opens W-YYP and develops quickly to Y-YYP, the yellow 

being an attractive lemon shade and the broad 4-5mm bright pink band. 
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00

3Y-ORR PRATINCOLE, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Amboseli x Arizona Sunset [2138] A beautifully
112mm rounded flower with a lemon yellow perianth made up of smooth broadly ovate 

segments with a small and very bright, saucer cup of deep orange-red. Consistent
show flower. First London 2012. 

Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

3Y-R STELLAR GLOW, L (B. S. Duncan). Solar System x (Amboseli x Burning Bush)
100mm [2453]. Intense colour in both the perianth and corona combined with consistent

perfection of form are the great qualities of this introduction.
Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

3Y-R WAYWARD LAD, L (B. S. Duncan). Burning Bush x Patabundy [1772]. This is a
105mm show bloom of highest quality and brightest colour. The round perianth is flat and

smooth with a glistening effect. The small, short straight sided cup is lightly frilled and
of an intensely deep orange-red. 

Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils
Orange Perianth, Corona Orange or Red. O-R.

3O-R WAR DANCE, M (B. S. Duncan). (Altruist x Ulster Bank) x [(Richhill x Masai King)
100 mm x Bunclody] [1046]. The flushed orange perianth colouring in this strong and vigorous

cultivar is deep and uniform. An excellent show flower with broadly ovate perianth
segments and a shallow bowl cup of deepest crimson red.

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00
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Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils
White Perianth. W-Y.

3W-Y ACCOMPLICE, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Rivendell x 3W-Y Sdg. [2118]. A very large
135mm and attractive flower with a broad smooth perianth of consistent exhibition quality and

a neatly frilled, solid lemon cup. A winner in America. First Belfast 2008, 2011.
Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$18.00  Each £4.00 /$7.20

3W-Y DEWY DELL, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Rivendell x 3W-Y Sdlg.[2465] A sibling of
104mm “Accomplice”, this large flower is of equal quality, somewhat similar in size and 

colour and the lemon cup has an attractive grey eye. Consistent show quality. 
Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$18.00  Each £4.00 /$7.20

3W-GYY EMERALD CITY, M (B. S. Duncan). Soft Focus x (Dunley Hall or Evesham)
115mm [2589]. An extremely rounded flower that has broad and overlapping outer perianth

segments and touching inners. The corona is bowl shaped and a bright lemon yellow
with a green base. Best seedling; Best Div.3 and Best in ShowBelfast 2010; in winning
John Lea Trophy 2010. Very few. Each: £20.00 / $36.00

3W-GYY JAMMIN, M (B. S. Duncan) Limpopo x Silverwood [2260] PC. Undoubtedly one of
120mm the best and most consistent show flowers bred in this very high class category and

its record indicates that it can hold its own with the very best. The beautiful, rounded
and smooth petals are of heavy texture. The corona is green eyed and deep lemon
yellow. Far too many awards to list. (Photo: centre pages)

Three £22.00 / $36.00 Each £8.00 / $14.00

3W-Y TRENDY TRAIL, M (B. S. Duncan) Breeding uncertain A flower of distinct 3W-Y
105mm style with smooth and symmetrical perianth segments which are broadly pointed and

slightly shovelled. The neat, round, fluted cup is bright golden yellow.
Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$18.00  Each £4.00 /$7.20

3W-GYY VENDELL, M (B. S. Duncan). Rivendell x 3W-Y seedling [2257]. A sibling of 
115mm “Laurelbank” but a true div 3 flower.  It has large, smooth, round and bluntly tipped 

perianth segments of milk white and a small slightly fluted button cup of deep yellow.
Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $21.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils
White Perianth, Corona Orange, Red or Pink. W-O/R; W-YYR; W-P etc.

3W-YYR BUSSELTON, L (B. S. Duncan). Mount Angel x Doctor Hugh [1648]. Has 
exceptionally broad rounded poeticus white petals with fine substance. The small cup
has a hint of green in the eye, deepest golden yellow mid-zone and a fiery red clearly
defined crinkled rim. 

Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$18.00  Each £4.00 /$7.20

3W-GWP CHERRYGLOW, M-L (B. S. Duncan). 1560 x 1561 [2145]. A very bright flower. The 
110mm sharply defined rim is a dramatically vibrant glowing cherry red, the green eyed 

corona contrasts with the very white perinath.  A lovely and consistent show flower 
for late in the season. First RHS Late Show 2012.

Three £15.00 / $35.00 Each £6.00 / $11.00
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3W-YYR CISTICOLA, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Mount Angel x (Arctic Flame x Random Light)
[1550]. A most attractive and distinct rimmed flower with a glistening pure white 
extremely round and flat perianth of highest show quality. The shallow bowl slightly 
ribbed cup is deep yellow with a beautiful 4mm clearly defined rim of deepest red. 

Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

3W-P DEMEANOUR, L (B. S. Duncan). [Cupid’s Eye x (High Society x Valinor)] x 
100mm [(Ken’s Favourite x Fragrant Rose) x High Society] [2150]. This flower is of pure

white satin smooth texture and the shallow bowl cup is a lovely bright coral pink colour
which deepens slightly towards the rim. First RHS 2011, 2012.

Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

3W-GWP DENA, M-L (B. S. Duncan). {Sdg. 1560 = Cupid’s Eye x (Sdg. 967 = (High Society
100mm x Valinor)} x {(Sdg. 980 = (Ken’s Favourite x Fragrant Rose) x High Society}
[2167]. A wonderfully bright flower with the sharply defined 5mm cup rim that is a
deep sparkling cherry red, which is further enhanced by the green eye and mid zone
which matures from yellow to pure white. The broad, round and flat perianth of
poeticus whiteness is of heavy substance and smooth texture. Regular winner.

Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

3W-O FIONA LINFORD, L (Sir Frank Harrison). This is a flower that has shown a great 
deal of promise as a rapid increaser and an extremely robust plant. 

Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

3W-YWP KNOWING LOOK, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Cupid’s Eye x (High Society x Valinor) x
103mm Savoir Faire [1893]. Another distinctive Div. 3 pink with a beautifully round pure 

white diamond dusted smooth perianth. The clearly defined 3mm rim is an unusual 
shade somewhere between bright apricot and terracotta. First Belfast 2010.

Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

3W-P LAVA FLOW, L (B. S. Duncan)  Soprano O.P. [2638].  A medium sized flower and
96mm one of the deepest red/pink Div.3 flowers. In warmer climes it may pale a little. A

brilliant eye catcher and a good show flower.  Regular winner. (Photo: centre pages)
Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

3W-GWP ORBITAL PINK, L (B. S. Duncan) [Cupid’s Eye x (High Society x Valinor)] x 
102mm [(Ken’s Favourite x Fragrant Rose) x High Society] [2106]. The always attractive cup

colour of this flower develops from GYWPP bands to WWP at maturity and is backed
by very broad, pure white  perianth  First 3x3 Belfast 2008. First London 2009. Best
in Show Belfast 2011.

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

3W-P PANORAMA PINK, L (B. S. Duncan). Cupid’s Eye x {(High Society x Valinor) x
118mm (Westholme x Megalith)} [2011]. A very large flower with a rounded smooth pure 

white perianth of excellent quality which backs a lovely flat disc like cup which
changes colours as it matures through GPP when it is bright coral pink to a rim with
the eye zone being pale green, the mid-zone Venetian pink (420/1) and the outer
zone a bright shell pink      

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75
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3W-GYP PATHOS, L (B. S. Duncan). Cupid’s Eye x (High Society x Valinor) x Savoir Faire
114mm [2183]. A large and lovely flower which is difficult to classify because of changing 

cup colours as it develops and determining whether it should be red or pink
rimmed.The pure white perianth is smooth and flat; the small bowl shaped cup has
an attractive olive green eye, yellow mid-zone and a rim of deep reddish pink.
First Belfast 2011 Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

3W-P QUIET HERO, L-VL (B. S. Duncan). (Pismo Beach x High Society) x Tyrian Rose
93mm [1809]. This most attractive and distinct medium sized flower has great potential for

breeding Div. 3 pinks with solid cups. Three £7.00 / $12.50 Each £3.00 / $5.50

3W-YYR REPERTOIRE, M (B. S. Duncan). Merlin x Cisticola [2139]. This is a lovely flower
100mm with a broad, rounded, pure white and smooth perianth. The cup is deep yellow and

with a well-defined orange-red rim. Excellent show flower.
Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

3W-GWO SIGNET RING, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Cupid’s Eye x Sandycove [2817]. This flower
108mm has a wonderful variety of tones from pure white at opening to a creamy yellow. In 

either guise it is a consistent flower with a lovely round, smooth and broad perianth.
The green eyed, saucer shaped cup changes from yellow to white in the mid-zone
and has a lovely coral pink band at the rim. First RHS Late Show 2011. (Photo: centre
pages) Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

3W-WWP TORETTA, M-L (B. S. Duncan) [Cupid’s Eye x (High Society x Valinor)] x 
97mm [(Ken’s Favourite x Fragrant Rose) x High Society] [2444]. This is an amazingly bright

red-pink Div 3 flower which immediately demands attention. First Belfast 2012.
Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

3W-GYP TRENTAGH, L (B. S. Duncan). Aran Isle x Sandy cove [2285]. This flower has a
105mm perfectly formed smooth, pure white perianth and a distinctive, symmetrically lobed

corona rim of sun-proof fluorescent orange-pink that really catches the eye. Already
a winner in London as well as in N. Ireland.  (Photo: centre pages)

Three £15.00 / $35.00 Each £6.00 / $11.00

3W-GYP VOLCANIC RIM, M-L (B. S. Duncan). [Cupid’s Eye x (High Society x Valinor)] x
105mm [(Ken’s Favourite x Fragrant Rose) x High Society] [2275]. A flower with a very 

smooth, broad perianth and a neat, serrated and saucer shaped corona with a 
dramaticly red-pink rim. A candidate for the Ralph B. White Memorial Medal. 
Regular winner. Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00/$7.20

3W-YYR WATAMU, L (B. S. Duncan). Mount Angel x (Cul Beag x Doctor Hugh) [1760]. A
110mm large very round, well-formed flower The pure white petals are  rounded and flat with

a silken smooth texture. The small deep yellow cup has a sharply defined rim of
glowing orange red. Good show flower. 

Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

3W-O WARMWELL, E (J. W. Blanchard). Osmington x Borrobol [80/14A]. This flower has 
88mm very broad perianth segments which are pure white, smooth and of great 

substance. The corona is bowl shaped and deep orange, almost red. We find that
with us it grows quite a lot bigger than its registration.
(Photo: centre pages) Each: £8.00 / $14.50
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Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils
All White. W-W; W-GWW.

3W-GWW ICE EMERALD, M (N. A. C. Watson). Irish Linen x 3W-G sdlg [W 184]. The
110mm outer segments of the perianth are very broad, the inner, narrower, and both glitter

with “Diamond Dust”. The corona is bowl shaped and has an emerald coloured eye, 
which highlights the yellow of the anthers. Scented. First Belfast 2010, Enniskillen 
2011. Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

3W-GWW VILLAGE GREEN, L (E. Jarman). ({D898}Verona x Monksilver) x Warmington
108mm [J544]. This is a first class cultivar with an exemplary perianth which opens pure white

with a sparkle. The segments are broad, smooth and of heavy substance. The corona
has a rich green eye extending into the cup itself. Two first prizes at RHS Late Shows
when under seedling number. Three £15.00 / $35.00 Each £6.00 / $11.00

3W-WWY YUM-YUM, M-L (D. Jackson). Tall, striking almost perfectly round flower with
Aust. glistening white perianth. Corona has a very pale yellow rim that fades to white.

Consistent show form.
Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00

Div. 4 Double Daffodils
Double Daffodils of Garden Origin
one or more flowers to a stem, with doubling of the perianth segments or the corona or both. 

Div. 4 Double Daffodils
Yellow Perianth, Corona Yellow, Orange or White Y-Y; Y-O; Y-W.
4Y-O FERRAL, L (Jackson). H. E. Reeve sdlg x sdlg 69/70 [174/81]. This flower is a 
105mm striking yellow with very broad perianth segments. The corona segments are a pale 
Aus. orange. Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $6.80

4Y-O LITTLE ALICE, E (N. A. C. Watson). Unknown double x Crackington. [W340]. PC
64mm This delightful little flower is similar to “Crackington” but with fuller form and 
Intermediate deeper colour contrast. The perianth is a golden yellow and the outer segments are

overlapping. The inner are slightly narrower with the orange corona segments in two
whorls and evenly spaced. Sweetly scented. Too many awards to list.
(Photo: centre pages) Three £18.00 / $32.00 Each £7.00 / $12.50

4Y-P MAMMA MIA, M (B. S. Duncan). Brindle Pink x assorted Pink Doubles [2115]. 
118mm The broad well-formed perianth segments of deep creamy yellow provide an ideal  

background for the well filled centre which displays an abundance of deep pink
coronal segments interspersed with the nicely spaced petaloids. An excellent show
flower.  Best Div. 4 RHS Late Comp. 2003. First Belfast 2007, 2010, 2012. 

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

4YYW-P RANSOM, L (Jackson). Tavelle x Daydream [154/85]. The perianth segments of this
90mm flower are a greenish yellow with a narrow pale band at the base. The
Aus. corona segments are a pale pink; a beautiful flower with great breeding potential. 

Each £5.00 / $8.50
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Div. 4 Double Daffodils
White Perianth, Corona White, Yellow or Orange. W-W; W-Y; W-O/R.

4W-W ANN SONIA, VL (F. A. L. Harrison) Delphin Hill op? One of Frank’s 4W-W of
75mm poeticus origins. It is a beautiful poeticus white and much rounder and more
Intermediate doubled than many from the same origin. Although very late for exhibition this lovely

scented flower can extend the daffodil season and as we believe that it is fertile
(diploid?) should provide breeding potential. Each £10.00 / $17.50

4W-Y DAMBUSTER, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Serena Beach x Serena Lodge [1926]. A 
115mm wonderfully consistent, very large and full double of exemplary exhibition form. The

weather resistant, tall, strong and round stems hold the pure white and lemon yellow
flowers in perfect pose. 

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

4W-R FORTESCUE, M (D. Jackson). Glowing Red x Potent [147/84]. A very rounded and
95mm neat flower with perianth whorls superimposed, broad and white. The corona 
Aus. segments which are bright red, much shorter and clustered amongst the white

petaliods. Each £4.00 / $6.80

4W-Y GREEK SURPRISE, M-L (B. S. Duncan) Serena Lodge x Gay Kybo [2325] An
106mm excellent fully double show flower. It is a very strong plant of wonderful pose with 

stems that hold it up well. Far too many awards to list. 
Five £30.00 / $54.00 Three £20.00 / $35.00 Each £8.00 / $14.00

Div. 4 Double Daffodils
Pink Doubles. W-P.

4W-P HIBERNIAN, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Serena Lodge x Westbury [2134]. The doubling
100mm on this flower is most spectacular and yet not excessive. The tidy bloom has pure 

white perianth segments and petaloids and the coronal segments are an unusual
blend of pale yellow and pink. Best Div 4 Omagh 2008.

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

4W-P LITTLE DORR, L (B. S. Duncan). Gresham x Dorchester [2071]. As the name 
80mm implies this is a little “Dorchester”. Considerably more doubled and slightly more

subdued in colour than its parents this flower comes regularly under 80mm with us. 
Five £18.00 / $31.50 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

4W-P PARAMOUR, M (B. S. Duncan). Gresham x Dorchester [2240]. Though only of
92mm medium size this flower has all the good qualities of “Dorchester”. It has pure white

petals and petaloids and bright pure pink and very neat coronal segments that are
attractively interspersed to give ideal full form. Additionally there is no sign of greening
at the back. Five £18.00 / $31.50 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

4W-P ROXTON, L-VL (B. S. Duncan). Holbeck x Claridges [1676]. A remarkable and
104mm distinct pink double with a predominance of symmetrical coronal parts of rich and 

bright peach blossom pink backed by a wide pure white perianth of good quality. 
A quality show flower for late in the season. Very fertile as seed or pollen parent. 

Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20
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4W-P RUNKERRY, M (B. S. Duncan) Gresham x Dorchester [2404]. A beautifully formed 
75mm and coloured intermediate double, with deep reddish/coral coronal parts. Already
Intermediate proving a great success on the show bench. Too many wins to list. (Photo: centre

pages) Five £18.00 / $31.50 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

4W-P TEMPLE CLOUD, M-L (J. W. Blanchard). Dailmanach x Cloud’s Hill. An outstanding
large exhibition pink double of exquisite form and colouring. The pure white back
petals are broad, spreading and flat and provide a wonderful background for the
numerous whorls of regularly spaced petaloids which are generously interspersed
with pure pink coronal segments.  Each £6.00 / $10.50

Div. 5 Triandrus
Triandrus Daffodil Cultivars. 
Characteristics of N. triandrus clearly evident: usually two or more pendant flowers to a stem;
perianth segments reflexed.

5Y-Y KATHY A., M-L (B. S. Duncan) N. triandrus triandrus x Golden Jewel [2308]. 
Usually has two lemon yellow, round cupped flowers per long strong stem. An 
excellent exhibition flower. First Prize London 2004; Hillsborough ’05. Belfast 2011.

Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

5Y-Y PETANCA, M-L (B. S. Duncan). N. triandrus triandrus x Solar Tan [2214]. A most
48mm attractive and consistent little, limey yellow flower with reflexed perianth segments 

and a short tubular cup. Ideally proportioned in pendulous show form with 2-3 flowers
per stem.  First Belfast 2007, 2008. London 2009. (Photo: p. 36).

Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

5Y-Y TRI-ELFIN, M-L (B. S. Duncan). N. triandrus triandrus x Elfin Gold [1885]. With 
75mm mostly two and sometimes three beautifully smooth short-necked lemon flowers per

stem this is a well proportioned plant. First, Single Bloom, Belfast 2005, 2010. London
2007. Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

Div. 6 Cyclamineus
Cyclamineus Daffodil Cultivars
Characteristics of N. cyclamineus clearly evident: one flower to a stem; perianth segments
significantly reflexed; flower at an acute angle to the stem, with a very short pedicel (“neck”).

6Y-Y DUIKER, VE (B. S. Duncan). Elfin Gold x N. cyclamineus [1406]. A charming, sturdy
distinct little deep golden flower on 9” stems. With beautifully smooth and distinctly
reflexed petals and a cylindrical trumpet this is an excellent show flower for early in
the season. Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.20

6Y-Y RAPID STRIDE, E-M (B. S. Duncan) N. cyclamineus x Bryanston [1963]. Though
65mm there  are many golden cyclamineus hybrids, this beautiful and consistently reflexed

flower in deep lemon yellow offers something slightly different. First Belfast 2011.
Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75
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6Y-Y SLIPSTREAM, VE-E (B. S. Duncan). N. cyclamineus x Kings Ransom [1610]. A
65mm most attractive and relatively small deep golden flower of smooth texture with a long 

slightly expanded trumpet and well reflexed petals. 
Five £15.00 / $26.50 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00

6Y-Y SUZIE DEE, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Elfin Gold x N. cyclamineus [1483A]. The slender
elegant style of the species is retained in this perfectly proportioned little hybrid. The
overlapping and gracefully reflexed petals are of a golden yellow.  The trumpet, of the
same colour, is slightly expanded and attractively lobed.  Too many Show awards to
list. Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00

6Y-Y SUZIE’S SISTER, E (B. S. Duncan). Elfin Gold x N. cyclamineus [1483B]. Similar to
its sibling, “Suzie Dee”, and flowering just a hint earlier, this is an equally elegant and
refined flower but is distinguished  a very formal ‘stove pipe’ mouth of the long corona.

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00

Div. 7 Jonquilla
Jonquilla and Apodanthus Daffodil Cultivars. Characteristics of Sections Jonquilla or Apodanthi
clearly evident: one to five (rarely eight) flowers to a stem; perianth segments spreading or
reflexed; corona cup-shaped, funnel-shaped or flared, usually wider than long; flowers usually
fragrant.

7Y-O IRISH TRIP, M-L (Carncairn). Stylish x Rory’s Glen 10/6/86. A beautiful flower which
blooms regularly with two to three flowers per stem. The perianth segments are a
deep yellow that flush to a pale orange as the flower matures. The corona is a deep
orange-red. A regular winner.

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00

7W-GWW LADY’S FAVOURITE, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Quickstep O.P. [1844]. A 
62mm beautifully formed and proportioned dark grey-green eyed, pure white jonquil of

smoothest texture. Similar in style and quality to “Ladies’ Choice” but with a rather
more shallow fluted crown. A high proportion of the strong stems hold three well
spaced exquisitely scented florets. 

Each £5.00 / $9.00

Div. 8 Tazetta
Tazetta Daffodil Cultivars.
Characteristics of Section Tazettae clearly evident: usually three to twenty flowers to a
stout stem; perianth segments spreading not reflexed; flowers usually fragrant.

8Y-O CASTANETS, E-M (W. G. Pannill). Matador x Grand Soleil d’Or. Three to eight bright
U.S.A. golden yellow and deep orange-red flowers per stem. 

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00

8W-Y CHORUS LINE, M (W. G. Pannill). Matador x N. triandrus. A worthy variety with 
U.S.A. several well-formed 80mm blooms per stem with pure white perianths and short

saucer lemon yellow crowns. 
Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00
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8Y-R TUGGLE SDG. 66/49, E (H. Tuggle). Unknown. Originally from California, this is the
U.S.A. toughest, brightest and best Tazetta of this colour combination that we have been

able to grow in our climate. Usually 4-6 flowers on each very strong round stem.
Vigorous, free flowering.

Five £10.00 / $18.00 Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00

Division 9, Poeticus
Poeticus Daffodil Cultivars
Characteristics of the N. poeticus group: usually one flower to a stem; perianth segments
pure white; corona very short or disc-shaped, usually with a green and/or yellow centre
and a red rim, but sometimes of a single colour; flowers usually fragrant.

9W-O BALLYDORN, 4 (Sir Frank Harrison). Red Hugh O.P. Frank had always wanted an 
65mm improvement in red cupped poeticus and rated this flower highly. It is very round with

a pure white perianth sparkling with ‘Diamond Dust’. The perianth is very broad. The
corona is disc shaped and of a deep orange-red with vivid yellow anthers. Regular
First Prize at Belfast Show.

Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5·00 / $9.00

9W-GYR CANTICLE, L-VL (Ballydorn). Cantabile x seedling. A truly lovely and early poeticus
best described as a vastly improved “Cantabile”. One of Frank Harrison’s best
poeticus introductions.  Too many wins to list. Each £6.00 / $10.50

9W-GYO FRANK, L-VL (Sir Frank Harrison). Fanad Head O.P. This is a classically formed 
70mm poeticus to which Frank Harrison had given 5 stars. The perianth segments are ovate,

blunt, pure white and slightly reflexed. The corona is disc-shaped with a moss green
eye, lemon yellow mid-section and a very deep orange rim. First Omagh 2004
N.I.D.G. Late Show 2004.

Five £12.00/$22.00 Three £10.00/$17.50  Each £4.00 /$7.20

9W-GGO GREEN PARK, VL (Ballydorn). Moyle x Cushendun Sdg. PC. A beautifully formed
flower of smoothest texture with a perfectly flat perianth backing a predominately
green cup with orange rim. Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

9W-GGR HILLHEAD, VL (Ballydorn). Cantabile O.P. Pure white slightly reflexed, jade green in
disc crown, with broad red band. Long style. Regular Div. 9 winner.

Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

9W-GYR TORR HEAD, VL (Ballydorn). Cantabile O.P. A tall large poeticus with a small, disc-
shape and slightly frilled corona which in our climate is almost sun proof. A regular 
winner. Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00
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Division 11, Split Corona Daffodils
Corona split - usually for more than half its length
(a) Collar Daffodils – Split-corona daffodils with the corona segments opposite the perianth
segments; the corona segments usually in two whorls of three.
(b) Papillon Daffodils – Split corona daffodils with the corona segments alternate to the perianth
segments; the corona segments usually in a single whorl of six.

11bW-WWP BON VIVEUR, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Savoir Faire x Party Time [1879]. This large
105mm flower has a wonderfully rounded, overlapping and smooth pure white perianth of

excellent quality. The corona is an attractively flanged bowl shaped cup which is split
uniformly in six segments. A consistent  winner.

Five £15.00 / $26.50 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00

11aW-YPP DRAMA QUEEN, M (B. S. Duncan). Movie Star x Last Chance [1723]. A wide flat
106mm and glistening white spreading perianth provides a lovely background for the regular

and evenly split corona which has a symmetrical arrangement of three segments
slightly forward and three lying flat. Most attractively coloured .

£15.00 / $26.50 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00

11aW-YWW FREEDOM STARS, L (Janis Ruksans). April Tears x Canasta A.M. A beautiful 
60mm flower resembling a white “Tripartite”. There are 3 to 5 florets per stem which are
Latvia slightly downward facing. The perianth segments are broad, overlapping, smooth and

slightly reflexed. The deeply split corona lies flat against the perianth and has a
greenish yellow base.

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

11aY-O ITSY BITSY SPLITSY, E (H. Koopowitz). Equation x N. fernandesii [99-84-1]. A lovely
47mm little flower that was awarded the ADS Innovator’s Award and the RHS Ralph B. White
U.S.A. Award 2010. It has 1 to 2 flowers per stem and the brilliant yellow perianth is rounded

with overlapping outer segments. The corona is a deep orange and lies flat against
the perianth. The whole flower is smooth and of great substance. A gem!   
(Photo: centre pages) Each: £15.00 / $25.50  Three: £40.00 / $65.00

11bW-P/W JODI, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Savoir Faire x Party Time [1736]. An outstanding flower
100mm with an excellent show record. Good quality, pure white petals, with a lovely apple-

blossom to lilac pink, regularly lobed split corona. Each lobe has a delightful, frosty
white 5mm radial rim. Too many awards to list. (Photo: centre pages)

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

11bW-P JODI’S SISTER, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Savoir Faire x Party Time [1865]. This is a very
95mm round sibling of “Jodi” with pure white blunt and spreading perianth segments and a

bright coral pink corona split 3⁄4 way to base, forming regular lobes enhanced by a
green eye. Regular winner.

Five £18.00 / $31.50 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

11aY-R MARIA PIA, E (B. S. Duncan). Tiritomba x Fennimore [1940]. PC The lovely deep 
98mm orange/red corona of this beautiful flower, lies flat against a very smooth, broad

perianth, which is a deep golden yellow. A very consistent, top-rate show flower. Too
many wins to list.

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75
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11aW-P SHRIMP BOAT, M (B. S. Duncan). (Movie Star x Last Chance) x Savoir Faire [1973]
115mm A very bright and startling split corona flower distinct from any others.  The excellent

perianth is smooth and flat,  and the small raspberry coloured split cup is generously
waved and frilled and the outer rim reflexes back against the perianth. 

Five £18.00 / $32.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.75

11aY-P TICKLED PINK, M (B. S. Duncan). Sdlg.1798 (Lady Ann x Last Chance)x American
118mm Heritage [2421]. This is a dramatically bright and distinct flower; It has an unfading

deep lemon-yellow perianth of broadly pointed and slightly reflexed, smooth, ovate
segments. The flat symmetrically split deep salmon corona curves back on the
perianth. Unlike many pink flowers the colour deepens as the flower matures.
(Photo: centre pages)

Three: £25.00 / $43.00 Each: £10.00 / $17.50

Other Divisions

12G-G LIMA’S SHOOTING STARS, Autumn flowering (Manuel Lima). N. viridiflorus pollen
45mm on unknown seed parent. Best described as a larger N. viridiflorus which flowers much 
U.S.A more easily than its parent. In our climate we grow it in a pot which is in the

greenhouse all summer and it flowers both in the greenhouse or outside in the
autumn. The perianth segments are strap-like reflexed and of an unusual grey-green
colour. The small bowl-shaped corona is deeply lobed and the flower is extremely
long lasting. (Photo: centre pages) Three: £30.00 / $51.00 Each: £12.00 / $22.00
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EXTENDED LIST
Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils Yellow Perianth. Y-Y; Y-W.
1Y-Y ARTHURIAN, E (B. S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-Y BARNESGOLD, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-Y BARNUM, VE-E (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-Y CHOBE RIVER, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-Y DISPATCH BOX, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-Y Aus. DISQUIET, L (D. Jackson). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
1YYW-WWY ENGLISH CAYE, M (A. J. R. Pearson).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-Y ETHOS, L (B. S. Duncan).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-Y FRANCOLIN, E-M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-Y GOLDFINGER, M (B. S. Duncan). Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
1Y-Y INNY RIVER, M-L (P. Kiernan). Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50
1YYW-WWY LIGHTHOUSE REEF, E-M (A. J. R. Pearson).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-Y LOUGH GOWNA, M-L (P. Kiernan).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-Y MULROY BAY, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
1YYW-WWY SARGEANT’S CAYE, M-L (A. J. R. Pearson).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-Y SPERRIN GOLD, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1YW-WWY TRUMPET WARRIOR, M (G. E. Mitsch).

Five £7.00 / $12.00 Three £5.00 / $8.75 Each £2.00 / $3.40
1Y-Y TYRONE GOLD, M (B. S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils Yellow Perianth. Y-O/R; Y-P.
1YYW-P U.S.A. AMERICAN HERITAGE, M (Elise Havens). Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
1Y-P U.S.A. AMERICAN SHORES, M-L (Elise Havens). Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-P AZOCOR, L-VL (B. S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-P BELFAST LOUGH, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-O BOYNE BRIDGE, E (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-O CHEETAH, E-M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-YOO CORBIERE, M-L (J. S. B. Lea). Three £4.00 / $7.00 Each £1.50 / $2.50
1Y-O NEDERBURG, E-M (B.S. Duncan). Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
1Y-P THISTIN, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-O TYRREE, E-M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1Y-O UNCLE DUNCAN, E-M (A. J. R. Pearson). Each £2.00 / $3.40

Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils White Perianth. W-Y; W-P.
1W-Y ASANTE, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1W-P CHANSON, E-M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £16.00 / $28.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
1W-Y CHIEF INSPECTOR, E (T. Bloomer). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1W-P Aus. CRYPTIC, E-M (D. Jackson). 

Five £7.50 / $13.00 Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
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1W-Y ELMBRIDGE, M (J. S. B. Lea). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1W-P HORNPIPE, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1W-Y Aus. PREDATOR, M-L (D. Jackson). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
1W-Y QUIET MAN, E-M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £14.00 / $23.80 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
1W-Y THREE TREES, E-M (Carncairn). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

Div. 1 Trumpet Daffodils White Perianth. W-W.
1W-W AVRIL AMOUR, M (Ballydorn Bulb Farm). Each £4.00 / $7.00
1W-GWW BEN ALIGIN, M (J. S. B. Lea). Each £3.00 / $5.50
1W-W U.S.A. BLUE DANUBE, L (G. E. Mitsch). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
1W-W U.S.A. CATARACT, M (M. Evans). Each £6.00 / $10.50
1W-W EMPRESS OF IRELAND, 3-4 (G. L. Wilson).

Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
1W-W FARO, M (Ballydorn). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
1W-W HANLEY SWAN, E-M (J. S. B. Lea) Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50
1W-W SHERPA, L (B.S. Duncan). Each £5.00 / $8.50
1W-W SILENT VALLEY, E-M (T. Bloomer).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1W-GWW WHITE CONVENTION, M (J. S. B. Lea). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
1W-W WHITE STAR, M (T. Bloomer). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils Yellow Perianth. Y-Y; Y-W.
2YYW-W ALTUN HA, M-L (A. J. R. Pearson). F.C.C.(e). A.M.(e).

Five £7.50 / $13.00 Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
2Y-WWY CARIB GIPSY, L-VL (A. J. R. Pearson). Three £4.00 / $7.00 Each £1.50 / $2.50
2YYW-Y CLOUDED YELLOW, M (A. J. R. Pearson). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-Y COROMANDEL, M (B. S. Duncan). Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
2Y-Y U.S.A. GLISANDO, M-L (G. E. Mitsch). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2YYW-W GOFF’S CAYE, M-L (A. J. R. Pearson). Three £4.00 / $7.00 Each £2.00 / $3.40
2Y-Y GOLD BOND, E (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-Y GOLD CONVENTION, M (J. S. B. Lea).

Five £7.00 / $12.00 Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
2Y-Y GOLDHANGER, M (A. J. R. Pearson). Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
2Y-Y GOLD INGOT, E-M (B. S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-Y Aust. IMPECCABLE, E (D. Jackson). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2YYW-WWY LEMON SNOW, M (G. E. Mitsch). U.S.A. Each £2.00 / $3.40
2Y-Y U.S.A. MISS PRIMM, E (C. K. Dorwin). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2YYW-WWY TWILIGHT ZONE, E-M (G. W. E. Brogden). N.Z.

Five £7.00 / $12.00 Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils Yellow or Pink Perianth. P-P; Y-P; Y-YYP.
2Y-YYP ARRAN ISLE, L (B.S. Duncan). Each £4.00 / $7.00
2Y-P BRINDALEENA, L-VL (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-P BRINDLE PINK, L (B.S. Duncan). Each £5.00 / $8.50
2P-P DUSKY MAIDEN, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $8.50
2Y-P U.S.A. NACRE, E-M (Murray W. Evans). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
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2Y-P U.S.A. OREGON PIONEER, M (Elise Havens)
Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00

2Y-P PINK PERRY, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-YYP ROSE UMBER, L (Ballydorn). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2Y-GWP SANDYCOVE, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-YPP U.S.A. SPRING MORN, M-L (G. E. Mitsch)

Five £15·00 / $32.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils Yellow Perianth. Y-O/R.
2Y-YOO AHWAHNEE, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-YYO BOULDER BAY, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-R BOUZOUKI, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-O CASTERBRIDGE, L (J. W. Blanchard). Three £4.00 / $7.00 Each £2.00 / $3.40
2Y-R CAUSEWAY SUNSET, L (T. D. Turbitt).

Five £18.00 / $31.00 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50
2Y-YOO CHAPMAN’S PEAK, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-O CHATEAU IMPNEY, E (Clive Postles). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2Y-R COLORFUL, M (D. Jackson).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-R DARDANELLES, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2Y-O DARLOW DALE, M-L (W. A. Norton). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2Y-O Aus. DEMMO, E (D. Jackson). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-ORR DOCTOR JAZZ, M (A. J. R. Pearson). Each £3.00 / $5.00
2Y-O DUSKY LAD, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2Y-R DUTCH DELIGHT, E-M (B.S. Duncan). Each £4.00 / $7.00
2Y-R ESCAPEE, M (J. W. Blanchard). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2Y-YOO HAMPTON COURT, E-M (Clive Postles). Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
2Y-R JACKADEE, L (B.S. Duncan). Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-R LENNYMORE, E (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-YYO OUTLINE, L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $26.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2Y-YYO U.S.A. PACIFIC RIM, M (Elise Havens).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2Y-O Aus. RHEBAN RED, E-M (J. M. Radcliff). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-R Aus. REDLANDS TOO, M (J. M. Radcliff). Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50
2Y-R RUDDY RASCAL, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £20.00 / $35.00 Each £8.00 / $14.00
2Y-YYR SHANGANI, L (B. S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $26.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2Y-YYR SHINDIG, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $26.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2Y-YRR SKYWALKER, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2Y-GOO STATE EXPRESS, L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £8.50 / $18.00 Three £4.50 / $7.60 Each £2.00 / $3.40
2Y-YYR SUN TRAP, L-VL (B.S. Duncan). Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-R SURREY, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
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2Y-R Aust. TERMINATOR, E (D. Jackson).
Five £20.00 / $35.00 Three £15.00 / $26.50 Each £6.00 / $10.50

2Y-R TINDERBOX, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2Y-R TROPICAL HEAT, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50
2Y-YOO Aust. TWICER, M (D. Jackson). Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils Orange Perianth. O-R.
2O-O Aust. AUSPICIOUS, E (D. Jackson). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2O-O BAILEY, E-M (Robinson-Carncairn). Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50
2O-R COPPER NOB, M (Ballydorn). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2O-R COSMIC DANCE, L (B.S. Duncan). Each £3.00 / $5.50
2O-R DAWN RUN, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2O-R RIO BRAVO, E (Ballydorn). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2O-R RIO GUSTO, M (Ballydorn). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2O-R RIO LOBO, M (Ballydorn). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2O-O RIO RONDO, E-M (Ballydorn). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2O-O RIO ROUGE, E-M (Ballydorn). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2O-O WARM DAY, M (Kate Reade). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils White Perianth. W-Y; W-O/R.
2W-Y U.S.A. ASHLAND, M (W. G. Pannill). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-YYO ASILA, L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $18.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-YOO N.Z. BANDIT, (G. Brogden). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-R CATALYST, M-L (G. E. Mitsch). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-Y CHARLBURY, M (J. S. B. Lea). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-O CINDER HILL, E-M (N. A. Burr). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-GYOU.S.A. CONESTOGA, M (Dr. W. A. Bender). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-O U.S.A. CROWN GOLD, M (R. & E. Havens). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-Y FIONA McKILLOP, M (Frank Verge).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-YU.S.A. GEOMETRICS, M (Sidney DuBose). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-WWO GLEN LAKE, M (Patrick Kiernan). Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-O MAGNA CARTA, E-M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-Y Aus. OOPS, M (D. Jackson). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-R POWERSTOCK, M (J. W. Blanchard). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-Y RIVER DANCE, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-YOO ROYAL MARINE, M (J. S. B. Lea). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-GWY SOFT FOCUS, M-L (B. S. Duncan).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-GYO TERRACOTTA, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-R YOUNG BLOOD, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils White Perianth. W-P.
(Pink Predominant)
2W-P ALSTON, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-P ALTO, E-M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £18.00 / $30.60 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50
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2W-P APPLINS, M-L (J. W. Blanchard). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-P ASSERTION, E-M (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-P BERCEUSE, M (G. E. Mitsch). Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-GPP CABERNET, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-P CAPE POINT, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $25.50 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-GPP CHERRY GARDENS, M (N. A. Burr). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-P CLOUD’S REST, L (B.S. Duncan). Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-P DAILMANACH, M (J.S.B. Lea). Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.30 / $4.00
2W-P DAILMYSTIC, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $26.50 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-P DANCING QUEEN, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $26.50 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-GPP FRAGRANT ROSE, L-VL (B.S. Duncan).

Five £8.00 / $18.00 Three £7.00 / $12.00 Each £2.50 / $4.30
2W-WPP HAPPY DREAMS, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $26.50 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-P HARBOUR VIEW, M (B. S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-P INNER GLOW, L (B. S. Duncan). Each £5.00 / $8.50
2W-P ITA, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-GPP LADYANN, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-GPP LIBBY, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-YPP LITTLE ROSIE, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-P NAIVASHA, M-L (B.S. Duncan). 

Five £12.00 / $27.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-GPP NUMEN ROSE, L-VL (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-P OCEAN BLUE, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-PPW PARTY TIME, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-P PHINDA, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-P POL CROCAN, M (J.S.B. Lea). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-P POLVOULIN, L (J.S.B. Lea). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-GPP PREMIÉRE, E-M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-P PULSAR, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50
2W-GPP RIBALD, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-P RUBY WEDDING, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50
2W-GPP SOPRANO, L (B. S. Duncan).

Five £12.00 / $27.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-P SUGARBIRD, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-P URCHIN, L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-PPW VERDOY, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-GPP U.S.A. VERRAN ROSE, M-L (Dr. J. R. Reed). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils  White Perianth. W-YYP; W-WWP; W-GYP. etc.
(Pink Rims)
2W-WWP U.S.A.DOVE SONG, L (S. DuBose). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-GWP ETHEREAL BEAUTY, L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $26.50 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
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2W-WWP FAIRY MAGIC, L-VL (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-WWP U.S.A.GRADUATION, M (Elise Havens). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-WWP HARP MUSIC, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $26.50 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-GWP ICE DANCER, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-GYP JUNE LAKE, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-GWP LAKE TAHOE, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-WWP MEDIA GIRL, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-YYP MOVIE STAR, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-GYP NOTRE DAME, L-VL (B.S. Duncan).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-WPY PINK GILT, L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $26.50 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-YWP RIMSKI, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Intermediate

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-GYP SAVOIR FAIRE, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-YYP SCENTED BREEZE, L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $26.50 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-GWP SEA SHANTY, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-GYP SIGNORINA, L (B.S. Duncan). Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-GWP SOLOIST, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00

Div. 2 Large Cupped Daffodils All White. W-W; W-GWW.
2W-GWW ASHMORE, M-L (J. W. Blanchard).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-GWW BEN HEE, M (J. S. B. Lea). AM(e) HC(g). Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50
2W-GWW BIRTHDAY GIRL, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Intermediate

Five £7.50 / $13.00 Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
2W-W CHINCHILLA, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
W-W CHINCHILLA, M (B. S. Duncan). Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-W CULTURED PEARL, VL (Clive Postles). Each £3.00 / $5.00
2W-W Aust. LADY DIANA, M-L (Broadfield’s Daffodils). 

Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50
2W-GWW MOON VALLEY, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-W U.S.A. RIVER QUEEN, M (W. G. Pannill). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
2W-W SILVER SURF, M (B. S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-W WATERSHIP DOWN, E-M (F. C. Postles). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
2W-GWW WHITE TEA, M (Clive Postles). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
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Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils Yellow Perianth. Y-Y; Y-R; Y-YYR. etc.
3Y-YYO ANGELITO, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-YYR BADBURY RINGS, M-L (J. W. Blanchard).

Five £8.00 / $14.00 Three £7.00 / $13.00 Each £2.50 / $4.30
3Y-R BURNING BUSH, L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

3Y-W Aus. CHORTLE, M-L, (Jackson's Daffodils). 115mm.
Five £15.00 / $26.50 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00

3Y-GYR COMPTON COURT, L (B.S. Duncan).
Five £8.00 / $14.00 Three £7.00 / $13.00 Each £2.50 / $4.30

3Y-O DATELINE, M (B.S. Duncan). AM(e).
Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

3Y-Y FERNDOWN, M (J. W. Blanchard). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-ORR GARDEN NEWS, M-L (B.S. Duncan). AM. Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-R GROUNDKEEPER, L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-GOO JAKE, L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $26.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
3Y-GYR LAUREN, L (B.S. Duncan). Intermediate.

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-O LITTLE KAROO, L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-R MIDNIGHT, M (Clive Postles). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-Y U.S.A. NEW PENNY, M (W. G. Pannill).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-GYY Aust. NONCHALANT, M-L (D. Jackson).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-YOR PANDEMONIUM, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $26.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
3Y-YYR POOKA, L (B.S. Duncan). (Photo: p. 38).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-YYR RING FENCE, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-YRR SAMSARA, M-L (Clive Postles). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-R SOLAR SYSTEM, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-R SUMMER SOLSTICE, L-VL (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-YYR TERRAPIN, L-VL (B.S. Duncan).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-GYR TRIPLE CROWN, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £9.00 / $15.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3Y-R TRUEBLOOD, M-L (B. S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
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Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils Orange Perianth. O-R.
3O-R BANDESARA, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3O-R BRODICK, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3O-R PRAIRIE FIRE, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £6.00 / $10.20 Three £4.50 / $7.60 Each £2.00 / $3.40

Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils White Perianth. W-Y.
3W-GYY DUNLEY HALL, L (J. S. B. Lea). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
3W-GYY EVESHAM, M (J. S. B. Lea). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
3W-GYY HALLEY’S COMET, L (Mrs. J. Abel Smith). Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.30 / $4.00
3W-Y LEMON GREY M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-GYY LIMPOPO, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £12.00 / $20.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-GYY MOON SHADOW, M (Clive Postles). Three £15.00 / $26.00 Each £6.00 / $10.20
3W-Y PORTNOO M-L (Carncairn). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-GYY SIDLEY, L (T. Bloomer). Intermediate Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
3W-Y U.S.A. SPINDLETOP, L (W. G. Pannill). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-GYY STAR QUALITY, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $26.50 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00

Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils White Perianth. W-O/R; W-YYR; W-P etc.
3W-YYO ANGEL FACE, M-L (A. J. R. Pearson).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-GYO BALLYGOWAN, L (Ballydorn). Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-GYR BALTIC SHORE, M-L (Ballydorn). Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £4.00 / $7.00
3W-R CAVALRYMAN, L-VL (B.S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $26.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
3W-GYO CONLY, M-L (Ballydorn). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-GRR CRIMSON CHALICE, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-GOO DOCTOR HUGH, L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-P EYEGLASS, L-VL (B. S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-P EYELET, L-VL (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-YYP EYRIE, L-VL (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-GYO FLORIDA MANOR, M-L Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-R FRESNO, M-L (B. S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-YOR FYNBOS, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-R HAWANGI, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-GYR HOLLYPARK, L (Ballydorn). Each £5.00 / $8.50
3W-GRR LISBARNETT, L-VL (Ballydorn). Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-R LISBURN, L (Ballydorn). Each £6.00 / $10.20
3W-R LISNAMULLIGAN, L (Ballydorn). Each £6.00 / $10.20
3W-YYO LOCH ALSH, L (J. S. B. Lea). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-OOY ORANGE WALK, M-L (A. J. R. Pearson). Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00
3W-YYO PEGGY’S GIFT, E-M (Ballydorn). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
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3W-GOR PORTPATRICK, VL (Ballydorn). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-YYO PURBECK, M-L (J. W. Blanchard). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-YYO RIDGECREST, M-L (B. S. Duncan). PC. Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-GYO RINGHADDY, M-L (Ballydorn). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-YYR ROCK CREEK, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-O SINGIN’ PUB, L-VL (B.S. Duncan). Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-R SPIN DOCTOR, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £15.00 / $26.50 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50
3W-YYR STEENBOK, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-YYR TULLYNAGEE, L (Ballydorn). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-YYR WAVELENGTH, L-VL (B.S. Duncan).

Five £12.00 / $20.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-GOR WITCH HUNT, L-VL (Ballydorn). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

Div. 3 Small Cupped Daffodils All White. W-W; W-GWW.
3W-GWW BIRCHWOOD, L (Clive Postles). Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-W SILKWOOD, L (F. C. Postles).

Five £15.00 / $26.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
3W-GWW SILVER CRYSTAL, L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-W SILVERWOOD, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
3W-W VAL D’INCLES, L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

Div. 4 Double Daffodils Yellow Perianth. Y-Y; Y-O/R; Y-W.
4Y-O BEAR SPRINGS, E-M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
4Y-O CRACKINGTON, M (D. A. Lloyd/J. W. Blanchard).

Five £8.00 / $14.00 Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
4Y-O CROWNDALE, M (F. C. Postles).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
4Y-W DOUBLEDAY, L (J. W. Blanchard).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
4Y-O DUNKERY, E (D. A. Lloyd/J. W. Blanchard).

Five £8.00 / $14.00 Three £6.00 / $10.20 Each £2.50 / $4.00
4Y-PPY EYPE, L (J. W. Blanchard). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00
4Y-Y FLYING COLOURS, M (F. C. Postles). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
4Y-O INNOVATOR, M (Th. Van Der Hurst). Each £3.00 / $5.50
4Y-R MORALEE, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
4Y-O PARADIGM, M (B. S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00

Div. 4 Double Daffodils White Perianth. W-W; W-Y; W-O/R.
4W-Y ATHOLL PALACE, (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
4W-O U.S.A. CHUKAR, L (G. E. Mitsch). Each £3.00 / $5.50
4W-O DUNADRY INN, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
4W-R U.S.A. GRAND OPENING, M (W. E. G. Pannill). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
4W-Y N.Z. KIWI MAGIC, M (M. Hamilton). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
4W-R PIRAEUS, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
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4W-R RUBY ROSE, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
4W-Y SERENA BEACH, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
4W-Y SERENA LODGE, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

Div. 4 Double Daffodils Pink Doubles. W-P.
4W-P CALIFORNIA ROSE, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
4W-P DORCHESTER, E-M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £14.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.00 Each £4.00 / $7.00
4W-P DUPLI KATE, L-VL (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
4W-P NIGHT MUSIC, M (G. E. Mitsch).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
4W-P PINK PAGEANT, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £4.00 / $7.00 Each £1.50 / $2.75
4W-P PINK PARADISE, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
4W-P WALDORF ASTORIA, L-VL (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

Div. 5 Triandrus
5W-W U.S.A. CELTIC WINGS, L (Dr. J. R. Reed).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
5W-Y U.S.A. LAPWING, M (G. E. Mitsch). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
5W-W U.S.A. MISSION BELLS, M-L (G. E. Mitsch).

Five £7.00 / $13.00 Three £4.50 / $7.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
5W-W U.S.A. SILVER BELLS, M (G. E. Mitsch).

Five £7.00 / $13.00 Three £4.50 / $7.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40

Div. 6 Cyclamineus
6W-YWP DELIA, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
6W-W DELTA FLIGHT, E-M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.00
6W-GWP ELIZABETH ANN, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
6W-GYP GEORGIE GIRL, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
6W-P KAYDEE, M-L (B.S. Duncan). Three £4.00 / $6.80 Each £1.50 / $2.75
6W-GPP LILAC CHARM, M-L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £12.00 / $22.00 Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
6W-W MARY LOU, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
6Y-YPP PROTOTYPE, M (B.S. Duncan). Each £8.00 / $14.00
6Y-Y U.S.A. RAPTURE, E (G. E. Mitsch).

Five £7.50 / $13.00 Three £5.00 / $8.50 Each £2.00 / $3.40
6W-WWP SWALLOW WING, L (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
6W-W N.Z. TRACEY, M (Miss M. Verry). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
6Y-WWY U.S.A.WHEATEAR, M (G. E. Mitsch).

Five £6.00 / $11.00 Three £3.50 / $6.00 Each £1.50 / $2.75
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Div. 7 Jonquilla
7O-R U.S.A. INDIAN MAID, M (W. G. Pannill)

Five £7.50 / $13.00 Three £5.00 / $8.00 Each £2.00 / $3.40
7W-W LADIES’ CHOICE, L (B. S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
7W-W U.S.A. LIMEQUILLA, L (R. & E. Havens). Each £3.00 / $5.50
7Y-Y MARZO, VE (J. W. Blanchard). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
7W-P U.S.A. RISING STAR, M-L (W. G. Pannill). Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50
7Y-GYP U.S.A.ROBERT AWATROUS, M (Mrs. G. Link).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
7W-W SATIN BLANC, L (B. S. Duncan). Three £10.00 / $17.50 Each £4.00 / $7.00
7Y-O WHIPCORD, VE (J. W. Blanchard).

Five £8.00 / $14.00 Three £6.00 / $11.00 Each £2.50 / $4.00

Div. 8 Tazetta
8W-O U.S.A. BRIGHT SPANGLES, VE-E (S. DuBose). Each £4.00 / $7.00
8Y-O U.S.A. MATADOR, M (Oregon Bulb Farms). Each £3.00 / $5.50

Div. 9 Poeticus
9W-GYR CAMPION, VL (B.S. Duncan). Three £4.50 / $7.60 Each £2.00 / $3.40
9W-GYR KAMAU, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
9W-GYR PATOIS, L-VL (B.S. Duncan). Three £8.00 / $14.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

Div. 11 Split Corona Daffodils
11aW-GPP ATRICILLA, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
11aW-P BOSVALE, L (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
11aW-YWP CACATUA, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
11aW-P U.S.A. COOL EVENING, M (G. E. Mitsch). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
11aW-PPW DIVERSITY, M-L (B. S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
11aW-GPP ELECTRUS, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
11aW-GYY FRESCO, E-M (J. Gerritsen).
HOLLAND Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
11aY-Y GOLDEN GAMBLE, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £18.00 / $30.60 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50
11aY-Y GOLDEN SPLASH, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £18.00 / $30.60 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50
11aY-YYO JACK WOOD, M (R. A. Scamp). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
11aW-GPP LADY EVE, E-M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $18.00 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
11aW-GYP LUCKY CHANCE, M (B.S. Duncan).

Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
11aW-YPP MALLEE, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
11bW-Y/OW N.Z. MARIE-JOSE, M-L (J. W. A. Lefeber). Each £4.00 / $7.00
11aY-Y PAMPALUNA, M-L (R. A. Scamp). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50
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11aW-P SPLIT VOTE, M (B. S. Duncan).
Five £10.00 / $17.50 Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

11aW-P U.S.A.TRIGONOMETRY, M (Elise Haven). 
Five £18.00 / $30.60 Three £12.00 / $22.00 Each £5.00 / $8.50

11aY-Y TRIPARTITE, L (R. L. Brook).
Five £3.00 / $5.50 Three £2.00 / $3.40 Each £1.00 / $1.70

11aW-YPP VANELLUS, M (B.S. Duncan). Three £7.50 / $13.00 Each £3.00 / $5.50

For more detailed descriptions, pictures and many other varieties, images and offers,
please visit our website: www.ringhaddy-daffodils.com
and “Like” us on www.facebook.com/RinghaddyDaffs
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Accomplice........................22
African Sunset ..................20
Agnes Mace ....................16
Ahwahnee ........................34
Airtime ..............................18
All Rounder ......................20
Alpine Winter ....................11
Alston ..............................35
Alto ..................................35
Altun Ha .......................... 41
Amazing Grace..................16
American Heritage .......... 32
American Shores ..............32
Angel Face ........................39
Angelito ............................38
Angel’s Wood ..................14
Anna Panna ....................20
Ann Sonia ........................26
Applins ............................ 36
April Dawn ..........................3
Arid Plains ........................ 20
Arleston .......................... 12
Armidale ..........................20
Arran Isle .......................... 33
Arthurian .......................... 32
Asante ............................ 32
Ashland .......................... 35
Ashmore ..........................37
Asila ..................................35
Assertion ........................ 36
Atholl Palace ....................40
Atricilla ..............................42
Auchranie ........................14
Auspicious ........................42
Autumn Habit ......................5
Avril Amour ...................... 33
Azocor .............................. 32
Badbury Rings ..................38
Bailey ................................35
Ballydorn ..........................29
Ballygowan........................39
Baltic Shore ......................39
Bandesara ........................39
Bandit ................................35
Barnesgold ........................32

Barnum..............................32
Bear Springs......................40
Belfast Lough ....................32
Bells of Joy..........................3
Ben Aligin ..........................33
Ben Hee ............................37
Berceuse ..........................36
Bikini Beach ......................13
Birchwood..........................40
Birthday Girl ......................37
Blue Danube .................. 33
Bon Viveur ........................30
Bosvale..............................42
Boulder Bay ......................34
Bouzouki............................34
Boyne Bridge ....................32
Bright Spangles ................42
Brindaleena ......................33
Brindle Pink ......................33
Brodick ..............................39
Bronzewing........................10
Brooke Ager ......................16
Burning Bush ....................38
Burning Ring......................20
Burt House ......................16
Busselton ..........................22
Cabernet............................43
Cacatua ............................42
California Rose..................41
Camaraderie......................15
Campion .......................... 49
Canticle ............................29
Cape Helles ......................20
Cape Point ........................36
Carib Gypsy...................... 33
Carolina Dale ....................14
Castanets ........................ 28
Casterbridge......................34
Catalyst ............................35
Cataract ............................33
Causeway Gem ................ 7
Causeway Ringer ..............21
Causeway Sunset ............34
Causeway Sunshine ..........9
Causeway Torch..................5

Causeway Winner .............. 5
Cavalryman ......................39
Celtic Wings ....................41
Chanson............................32
Chapman’s Peak ..............34
Charlbury ..........................35
Chasseur ..........................16
Chaste ..............................12
Chateau Impney................34
Cheetah ............................32
Cherrygardens ..................36
Cherry Glow ......................22
Chief Inspector ..................32
Chinchilla ..........................37
Chingah ............................10
Chobe River ......................32
Chortle ..............................38
Chorus Line ......................28
Chukar ..............................40
Cinder Hill..........................34
Cisticola ............................23
Citrus Souffle ......................3
Clean Sweep...................... 5
Clouded Yellow..................33
Cloud’s Rest ......................36
Coliseum ..........................15
Colorful ............................34
Compton Court ................38
Conestoga........................ 35
Conly ................................39
Contralto..............................7
Cool Evening ....................42
Coolmaghery ....................17
Corbiere ............................32
Coromandel ......................33
Corroboree ........................19
Cosine ................................ 7
Crackington ......................40
Crevenagh ........................12
Crimson Chalice................39
Crowndale ........................40
Crown Gold ......................35
Cryptic .............................. 32
Cultured Pearl ..................37
Dailmanach ......................36
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Escapee ............................34
Ethereal Beauty ................36
Ethos ................................32
Evesham ..........................39
Eyeglass............................39
Eyelet ................................39
Eype ..................................40
Eyrie ..................................39
Fairy Magic........................37
Faro ..................................33
Fashion Model ..................17
Feline Queen ....................10
Ferndown ..........................38
Ferral ................................30
Fine Trim ............................ 3
Fiona Linford ....................23
Fiona McKillop ..................35
Firefighter ............................8
Florida Manor ....................39
Flying Colours ..................40
Forged Gold ........................8
Fortescue ..........................26
Fragrant Rose ..................36
Francolin............................32
Frank ................................29
Freedom Stars ..................30
Fresco ..............................42
Fresno ..............................39
Frosted Pink ........................7
Fynbos ................................3
Game Bird ..........................9
Garden News ....................38
Garden Treasure ..............12
Gatecrasher ........................9
Geometrics ........................35
Georgie Girl ......................41
Glisando ............................33
Glasnevin ..........................19
Glen Lake..........................35
Goff’s Caye........................33
Gold Bond ........................33
Gold Convention ..............33
Gold Ingot..........................33
Goldfinger..........................32
Goldhanger ......................33
Golden Flute......................12
Golden Gamble ................42
Golden Goal ......................12
Golden Peak........................8
Golden Splash ..................42

Good Intentions ..................5
Graduation ........................37
Grand Opening..................40
Greek Surprise ..................26
Green Park ........................29
Groundkeeper ..................38
Halley’s Comet ..................39
Hampton Court ..................34
Hanley Swan ....................33
Happy Dreams ..................36
Happy Valley ....................13
Harbour View ....................36
Harp Music ........................37
Hawangi ............................39
Hibernian ..........................26
Hillhead ............................29
Hocus Pocus ....................21
Hollypark ..........................39
Homestead........................19
Honeyorange ....................15
Hope House ......................14
Hornpipe .......................... 33
Hot Affair............................14
Hot Date ..............................3
Hot Lava..............................3
Hulla Balloo ......................17
Hyperbole ..........................15
Ice Dancer ........................37
Ice Emerald ......................25
Impeccable........................33
Indian Maid ...................... 42
Inner Glow ........................36
Innovator ..........................40
Innuendo ..........................13
Inny River ........................ 32
Irish Trip ............................28
Ita ......................................36
Itsy Bitsy Splitsy ................30
Jackadee ..........................34
Jack Wood ........................42
Jake ..................................38
Jammin ............................ 22
Janet’s Gold ....................13
Jauno ................................10
Jodi .................................. 30
Jodi’s Sister ......................30
June Lake..........................37
Kaka Point ........................17
Kathy A..............................27
Kamau ..............................42

Dailmystic ..........................36
Dambuster ........................26
Dancing Queen ................36
Dardanelles ......................34
Darlow Dale...................... 34
Dateline ............................ 38
Dawn Call ..........................15
Dawn Run..........................35
Decision ............................14
Defence Corps ..................11
Delia ..................................41
Delta Flight ........................41
Demeanour........................23
Demmo..............................34
Dena..................................23
Denali ................................12
Descant ............................11
Dewy Dell ..........................22
Dignatory ..........................17
Discreet .............................. 5
Dispatch Box ....................32
Disquiet ............................32
Diversity ............................49
Doctor Hugh ....................39
Doctor Jazz ......................34
Dorchester ........................41
Dorneywood ......................11
Doubleday ........................40
Dove Song ........................36
Downfield ............................7
Drama Queen....................30
Dream Catcher ..................17
Duiker ................................27
Dunadry Inn ......................40
Dunkery ............................40
Dunley Hall ........................39
Duplikate ..........................41
Dusky Lad ........................34
Dusky Maiden....................33
Dutch Delight ....................34
Edenderry ..........................11
Editor ................................17
Electrus ............................42
Elegant Queen ....................8
Elizabeth Ann ....................41
Elmbridge ..........................33
Emerald City......................22
Empress of Ireland ............33
English Caye ....................32
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Kaydee ..............................41
Kiltonga ............................ 43
Kingsleigh............................9
Kiwi Magic ........................40
Knowing Look....................23
Korora Bay ........................11
Ladies’ Choice ..................42
Lady Ann ........................ 36
Lady Diana ........................37
Lady Eve ..........................42
Lady’s Favourite .............. 28
Lake District ......................17
Lake Tahoe ...................... 44
Lamlash ............................13
Lapwing ............................41
Laurelbank ........................15
Lauren ..............................38
Lava Flow..........................23
Lemma ............................21
Lemon Cocktail....................5
Lemon Grey ......................39
Lemon Snow ....................33
Lennymore ........................34
Libby ................................ 36
Lifeline ..............................12
Lighthouse Reef ................32
Lilac Charm ......................41
Lima’s Green Goddess........8
Lima’s Shooting Stars ........ 9
Lima’s Green Success ......31
Limequilla ........................ 42
Limpopo ............................39
Lisbarnett ..........................39
Lisburn ..............................39
Lisnamulligan ....................39
Little Alice ........................ 25
Little Dianne ........................4
Little Dorr ..........................31
Little Karoo ........................38
Little Rosie........................ 36
Loch Alsh ..........................39
Longitude ..........................10
Lough Gowna....................32
Lucky Chance....................42
Lyme Bay ..........................10
Magna Carta......................35
Mallee................................42
Mamma Mia .....................25
Margaret’s Melody ..............6

Maria Pia ..........................30
Marie-Jose ........................42
Marilynn Howe ....................4
Mary Lou ..........................41
Marzo ...............................42
Matador ............................42
Media Girl ..........................37
Mer d’Or ............................10
Midnight ............................38
Miss Primm........................33
Mission Bells ....................41
Montroig ............................19
Moon Shadow ................. 39
Moon Valley ......................37
Moralee ............................40
Movie Star ........................37
Mulroy Bay ........................32
Nacre ................................33
Naivasha .......................... 36
Narrative............................17
Nederburg ....................... 32
New Penny ...................... 38
Night Music ...................... 41
Nonchalant ........................38
Notre Dame ......................37
Numen Rose ....................36
Ocean Blue........................36
Oh Wow...............................4
Olly’s Medal ........................6
Oops..................................35
Orange Walk ....................39
Orbital Pink........................23
Oregon Pioneer ................34
Outline ..............................34
Pacific Rim ......................34
Palace Pink ......................18
Pampaluna ...................... 42
Pandemonium ..................38
Panorama Pink..................23
Paradigm ..........................40
Paramour ..........................26
Partisan ............................18
Party Time ........................36
Pathos .............................. 24
Patois ................................49
Peggy’s Gift ......................39
Petanca ............................27
Phinda ..............................36
Picatou ..............................21

Picket Post ..........................6
Pink Gilt ............................ 37
Pink Pageant ....................41
Pink Paradise ....................41
Pink Perry..........................34
Piraeus ............................ 40
Poetry in Motion ..................4
Pol Crocan........................ 36
Pol Voulin ........................36
Pooka ................................38
Portnoo..............................39
Portpatrick ........................40
Powerstock ......................35
Prairie Fire ........................39
Pratincole ..........................21
Predator ............................33
Premiére............................36
Priorsford ............................8
Problem Child....................13
Prototype ..........................41
Proud Fellow ....................10
Proverbial Pink ..................18
Pulsar ................................36
Purbeck ............................40
Queen Fiona........................8
Queen’s Guard ................11
Quiet Hero ........................24
Quiet Magic ........................ 6
Quiet Man..........................33
Ransom ............................25
Rapid Stride ......................27
Rapture..............................41
Rdlands Too .................... 34
Red Reed ........................11
Repertoire..........................24
Resistasol ..........................11
Rheban Red ......................34
Ribald ................................36
Ridgecrest ........................40
Rimski................................37
Ring Fence........................38
Ring Flash ........................16
Ringhaddy ........................40
Rio Bravo ..........................35
Rio Gusto ..........................35
Rio Lobo............................35
Rio Rondo ........................35
Rio Rouge ........................35
Rising Star ........................42
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River Dance ......................35
River Queen ......................37
Road Runner ......................6
Roberta Watrous ..............42
Rock Creek........................40
Rocoza ..............................13
Rose Umber ......................34
Roxton ..............................26
Royal Marine ....................35
Ruby Rose........................ 41
Ruby Wedding ..................36
Ruddy Duck ......................15
Ruddy Rascal ..................34
Runkerry............................27
Sacre Coeur ......................19
Saffron Strand ....................4
Samsara ..........................38
Sandycove ........................34
Sargeant’s Caye .............. 32
Satin Blanc ...................... 42
Savoir Faire ......................37
Scented Breeze ................37
Sea Moon .......................... 6
Sea Shanty........................37
Season’s Greetings ............ 6
Serena Beach ..................41
Serena Lodge .................. 41
Shangani ..........................34
Sheelagh Rowan ............ 19
Sherpa.............................. 33
Sheskin ............................18
Shindig ............................34
Shrimp Boat .................... 30
Sidley ................................39
Signet Ring ...................... 24
Signorina ..........................37
Silent Valley .................... 33
Silkwood .......................... 40
Silver Bells ...................... 41
Silver Crystal .................. 40
Silver Sabre...................... 19
Silver Surf ........................ 38
Silverwood ...................... 40
Singin’ Pub ......................40
Skywalker ..........................34
Slipstream ...................... 28
Snowy Canyon ....................4
Soft Focus ........................ 35
Solar Eclipse ......................4

Solar System ....................38
Solera................................14
Soloist................................37
Soprano ............................36
Spartan Gold ......................8
Sperrin Gold .................... 32
Spindletop ........................39
Spin Doctor........................40
Split Vote ..........................43
Spring Morn ......................34
Spring Sunset....................14
Star Quality........................39
State Express....................34
Steenbok ..........................40
Stellar Glow ......................21
Subtle Shades ................ 24
Sugarbird ..........................36
Summer Solstice .............. 38
Sun Trap .......................... 34
Surprise Packet ................ 16
Surrey .............................. 34
Suzie Dee ........................28
Suzie’s Sister.................... 28
Swallow Wing....................41
Tangerine Tango..................6
Temba................................10
Temple Cloud ..................27
Tequila Sunrise Group........ 7
Terminator ...................... 35
Terracotta ........................35
Terrapin .......................... 45
The Mount ........................16
Thistin ..............................32
Three Trees ......................33
Tickled Pink ...................... 31
Tidy Tippet ...................... 24
Tinderbox ........................ 35
Toretta ..............................24
Torr Head.......................... 29
Tracey ............................ 41
Treasure Hunt ..................13
Trendy Trail ......................22
Trentagh ..........................24
Tri-Elfin ............................27
Triganometry .................. 43
Tripartite ..........................43
Triple Crown ....................38
Tropical Heat ....................35
Trueblood ..........................38

Trumpet Warrior .............. 32
Tuggle Sdg ...................... 29
Tullynagee ........................40
Twicer ................................35
Twilight Zone .................. 33
Tyrone Gold ......................32
Tyrree .............................. 32
Uncle Duncan ..................32
Urchin ..............................36
Val D’Incles ...................... 40
Vanellus .......................... 43
Vendell ............................ 22
Verdoy ..............................36
Verran Rose . ....................36
Version ............................18
Video Kid ............................7
Village Green ....................25
Viva Diva ............................ 9
Volcanic Rim ....................24
Waldorf Astoria ................41
War Dance ...................... 21
Warm Day ........................35
Warm Welcome ................19
Warmwell.......................... 24
Watamu ............................ 24
Watership Down ................8
Wavelength ...................... 40
Wayward Lad .................. 21
West Post ........................ 16
Wheatear.......................... 41
Whipcord ..........................42
White Convention..............33
White Star ........................33
White Tea ........................ 38
Wild Rover.......................... 9
Young Blood .................... 35
Yum Yum ..........................25
Yummy Mummy ..................7
Zwynner ............................14
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To: ORDER FORM
NIAL and HILARY WATSON

RINGHADDY DAFFODILS
RINGHADDY ROAD, KILLINCHY, CO. DOWN, BT23 6TU

NORTHERN IRELAND
www.ringhaddy-daffodils.com

Tel: +44 (0)28 9754 1007        Email: info@ringhaddy-daffodils.com
EC Passport Number: UK/NI.3909. EC QUALITY

PLEASE WRITE IN CAPITALS

DATE: ..........................................................................................................................................

NAME:..........................................................................................................................................

ADDRESS: ..................................................................................................................................

....................................................................................................................................................

EMAIL ADDRESS: ......................................................................................................................

PHONE NUMBER: ......................................................................................................................

Please Supply: 

NO. ITEM £/$/€ 

If ordering after mid September    
please contact us, 

to check stock is available. 

FOR EURO PRICES PLEASE CONTACT US (see overleaf)

Sub total 
Postage & Packing 

Less Vouchers
TOTAL 

GENERAL INFORMATION AND TERMS OF BUSINESS

This catalogue cancels all previous issues. All bulbs are offered subject to crop and  being unsold at time
of receipt of order. Specially selected substitutes will be sent in the event of varieties being unavailable,
unless otherwise instructed. 

Orders should be received before the end of July and will be packed in order received. Priority will be
given to prepaid orders. Orders will not be acknowledged unless specially requested. 

Invoices are included in the parcels sent out and payment on receipt is a condition of sale when payment
in advance has not been made. Overdue accounts are liable to 2% per month after 30 days. Receipts of
payment are not sent unless specially requested. 

All bulbs travel at purchaser’s risk. No complaint as regard to quality of bulbs, size, health or numbers will
be entertained unless made immediately upon receipt of bulbs.

CUSTOMS CLEARANCE The purchaser is responsible for informing Ringhaddy Daffodils of any local
entry requirements and procuring import permits where necessary.

“DAFFSEEK.” Many of our varieties have pictures at the A.D.S. sponsored site www.daffseek.org and
on our website www.ringhaddy-daffodils.com 

COLOUR PICTURES. Although we take as much care as we can, we cannot guarantee that the colours
in the pictures are totally accurate. Most are very close but some colours don’t seem to come out perfectly
in printing. Colour may also vary under different growing conditions. See our website for many more
pictures www.ringhaddy-daffodils.com 

POSTAGE AND PACKING. Extra bulbs will be sent to compensate if p&p has been  overestimated.
Please allow for gratis bulbs when estimating p&p. 

PAYMENT. Customers are asked to make payment with order. Payment must be by cheque or
international money order payable in Britain in £ sterling, US $ or Euro, provided bank sort code and
account numbers are printed on the bottom of the draft. If you wish to pay in another currency please
email us so that we can clear it with our bank and advise you of rate of exchange. Payment can also be
made by email using PayPal “Payment Request”. 

EURO PAYMENTS. We regret that due to the uncertainty regarding the Euro we have not given Euro
prices this year. We still accept Euro but please contact us before ordering or order through our website
www.ringhaddy–daffodils.com 

ONLY CHEQUES THAT HAVE A BANK SORT CODE AND ACCOUNT NUMBER 
ARE ACCEPTED BY OUR BANK.

PRE-PAID AIRMAIL POSTAGE AND PACKING RATES.

Up to 5 bulbs U.S.A./Canada Europe Rest of World UK
6 to 10 bulbs US $29.00 £13.00 £22.00 £5.50 
11 to 20 bulbs US$40.00 £22.00 £26.00 £9.00 

US$50.00 £26.00 £36.00 £14.00 
Each additional bulb US$ 2.00 £1.50 £ 2.00 £3.00 per 10 
up to 70; bulbs or part of
for more than 70 ask for a quote

Extra bulbs will be sent if you overestimate the postage and packing.
BULBS ARE SENT AT PURCHASER’S RISK.


